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Message from 
the Chairman

Dear Members and Readers,
It is for me a pleasure to welcome you in this new issue of the 
SwissCham China Bridge Magazine. I trust that the October 
holiday has been a great opportunity for everyone to take a 
break and travel to some of the great sights & sounds from 
China.

This period included the July visit of Federal Councilor 
Leuthard. It led to further strengthening of Sino-Swiss economic 
relations. The economic mission has been addressing several 
issues such as Intellectual Property Rights and the plan for 
a free trade agreement between China and Switzerland. 
These matters are extremely important for the future of Swiss 
business in China and SwissCham China proudly represents 
our members on these occasions. 

In this issue we will focus on aspects of "China's new wealth" 
and “Swiss Luxury Goods in China”. In a country where the 
GPD growth averaged 9% during the last 20 years since the 
beginning of the reforms and where proper personal wealth 
management lacks expertise, Swiss know-how is extensively 
valued. China has the potential to become one of the largest 
markets for wealth management. 

The next official Swiss Government visit is that of Federal 
Councilor Blocher in November, which we will cover in the next 
issue.

Finally, I personally wish to welcome our new Executive 
Directors in both SwissCham Beijing and SwissCham Shanghai. 
Ms. Michaela Scarpatetti and Ms. Liv Minder are leading 
our operations and joint efforts to further add value to your 
membership while further broaden the reach of SwissCham 
China. We trust that with their expertise, activities and initiatives 

Wishing you all a good reading,

Cyrill Eltschinger
CEO, I.T. UNITED
Chairman, SwissCham China 
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SECOND SERVE:
FEDERER

Roger Federer, Swiss tennis icon, has one of the 
best second serves in the game. When it comes 
to coffee drinking, his second serve is as bountiful 
as his first. His choice of coffee machine? JURA… 
because he refuses to compromise on quality. Be it 
cappuccino, latte macchiato, espresso or ristretto, 
with every JURA the genuine flavour of the coffee 
bean flows straight into the cup: www.jura.com

Mainland China – Shanghai HJ Coffee Co., Ltd. 
www.cn.jura.com – t 0086 21 62940690
Hong Kong – Pacific Coffee Company Ltd. 
www.pacificcoffee.jura.com – t 00852 2805 1627
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Swiss Banking
Goes to China
By Urs P. Roth, CEO Swiss Bankers Association

The Swiss financial services
industry generates 15%
of Switzerland's gross do-
mestic product (GDP) and

employs around 200,000 people
in Switzerland. It is thus of major
importance to the Swiss economy
as a whole. Also, subsidiaries,
branches and representative of ces
of Swiss banks can be found today
in all of the world's major financial
centres, and the SBA regularly

sends delegations abroad to places of key interest to Swiss
banking such as New York, Washington, London, Berlin, Paris
(OECD), Brussels (EU) and Singapore for talks with government
and regulatory authorities, representatives of locally-established
Swiss banks as well as the local media with a view to improving
working conditions for Swiss banks there and to answer

questions about - and to tackle any misunderstandings of - the
Swiss banking industry.

Increasing contacts with China
Until recently, the Swiss Bankers Association did not have

much contact with China. I am happy to report that over the
past few years things have been changing rapidly. The ball
started rolling In November 2000 when a delegation from
the Legal Department of the People's Bank of China visited
Switzerland to gather information in connection with the drafting
of China's new anti-money laundering law. The delegation
asked to visit the SBA to learn about Switzerland's anti-money
laundering measures, including the SBA's self-regulatory
"know-your-customer" rules and the laws governing bank-client
con dentiality in Switzerland.

Following this very successful first visit to the SBA by a
Chinese delegation, we have since been honoured to receive
an ever-increasing number of delegations from China and to
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desire of actors in one nancial centre to know what is going on
in another. China's development is shifting the world's economic
centre of gravity and it is essential for everyone, including Swiss
bankers, to keep themselves informed about what is going on.

Swiss banks in China
Several Swiss banks, for example UBS, Credit Suisse and

the Cantonal Bank of Zurich, are very active in the Chinese
banking market and have played an instrumental role in the
successful conclusion of important financing and capital
markets transactions. Indeed, Swiss banks have been active
in the banking business with China for over half a century. In
1955 Credit Suisse was the rst European nancial institution
to start a correspondent banking relationship with the Bank
of China. Likewise, UBS has vigorously developed its China
business over the course of the last quarter century. Today,
both these globally-active Swiss universal banking giants
have commercial banking operations, investment banking
and securities business and wealth management services in
China. UBS also has equity stakes in the Bank of China and
UBS Securities Co. Limited (formerly Beijing Securities), and
Credit Suisse has had a major role in the initial public offerings
of the Industrial and Commercial Bank (ICBC) of China and
the China Construction Bank. Credit Suisse has formed an
asset management joint venture, ICBC Credit Suisse Asset
Management Co., Ltd, with ICBC and Cosco Group in China. It
has also established a partnership, called China Renaissance
Capital Investment Inc, to focus on private equity opportunities
in China.

The financial reforms enacted in recent years, notably
in the context of China's accession to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), have significantly widened the range of
activities available to foreign financial institutions. In addition,
the growing number of af uent Chinese citizens will lead to a
strong demand for wealth management services, and this is a
eld in which Swiss banks have generations of experience.

Swiss banks in general and the SBA in particular are
following developments in China's banking and financial
markets and also in the accompanying regulatory changes
with great interest. We are convinced that thorough mutual
understanding of our nancial centres will greatly bene t both
Chinese and Swiss banks and their customers and the SBA
looks forward to continuing its role in promoting this mutual
understanding.

Swiss Bankers Association (SBA)

The Swiss Bankers Association (SBA) is the main professional
body representing the Swiss banking sector and virtually all of
the approximately 330 banks in Switzerland today are members.
In addition to engaging in all the traditional activities of a trade
association, including lobbying at home and abroad for the best
possible operating conditions for Swiss banks, the SBA is also a
self-regulatory organisation that issues self-regulatory directives
and guidelines establishing industry standards on a wide range
of issues such as client identification, portfolio management, the
independence of financial research and the handling of 
dormant accounts.
www.sba.ch

share our professional know-how and experience in banking
with visiting Chinese guests. The range of subjects covered
has been vast and has included, for example, trends in the
Swiss fund and asset management industry, modern methods
of controlling credit risk and managing non-performing loans,
public participation in the legislative process, rural banking, self-
regulation and the role of the Swiss Banking Ombudsman.

The traf c is not just one way
In November 2005 our Chairman, Pierre Mirabaud, headed

the SBA's rst delegation to China and met Mr. Cheng Siwei,
Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress who briefed the Swiss side on China's
ongoing reforms of its banking sector. Our delegation was
also received by Mr. Guo Shuqing, Chairman of the China
Construction Bank, and Mr. Zhu Min, Executive Assistant
President of the Bank of China. In May last year another
SBA delegation visited Beijing and Shanghai for meetings
with the China Banking Regulatory Commision (CBRC), the
People's Bank of China, the China Banking Association and
the Shanghai Stock Exchange. At the same time the SBA has
developed an excellent working relationship with the China
Banking Association in Beijing and both organisations help each
other with the preparation of visits and exchange of information.
The SBA just visited Shanghai and Beijing this October to
continue the dialogue we have started with various Chinese
nancial authorities and partners.

I list these exchanges not just to show how much business
we give to airline companies. These exchanges reflect the
increasingly globalised nature of financial markets and the
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Healthy Banking Sector to
Backup China's New Wealth
Changing paradigms in credit risk management

By Simone Westerfeld and Stefan Morkötter, Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance, University of St. Gallen, Switzerland

The Chinese banking sector is expected to become
one of the world's leading credit markets. This article
analyses the current developments in the Chinese
credit markets using a framework of modern credit risk

management. The motivation behind this is to show that only
by reaching certain crucial steps in the development, China can
built a sustainable banking sector that is a supporting pillar of
the entire economy. Speci cally from a Wealth Management's
perspective, a solid banking sector is necessary for the
economy's future success: A healthy banking sector is the
driving force behind economic wealth and growth of an entire
economy as it provides companies with liquidity, stability and
expertise. Banks with solid credit risk management become
reliable partners for companies to manage the required
development steps in a fast growing economy. When banks
apply international best practice in both the applied lending
policies and the organisational processes of their credit
processes, they will grant loans only on a risk-adjusted basis.
Therefore, they will help to ensure, that only healthy companies
will benefit from cheap financing conditions to grow and

maintain their businesses. By doing so, banks help to grow the
sustainability of the entire economy as borrowing companies
are incentivised by the banks' lending approaches to ensure
their long-term nancial stability. This stability also guarantees
employment, growth of employment rates in healthy companies
and increases the overall wealth and benefit of the economy.
Following this idea, the article gives an introduction to theory
and challenges of transforming credit into an active business
model of risk management, then gives an overview on the
Chinese banking market followed by a detailed analyses of the
developments in the credit markets.

From passive into active
Loan Business and the implied credit risk management

is still the most important business segment for a commercial
bank's success. Banks' business model for credit risk
management, however, currently undergoes a change of
paradigm as the traditional business model is deconstructed.
Traditionally, a buy-and-hold business model is applied where
banks, mainly in Europe, originate the loan keeping it on the
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balance sheet until it either defaults or reaches maturity as
expected. Risk management in this integrated business model
is performed on a decentralized basis (it often even lacks the
separation between origination and credit control) and only on
individual loan level. Loans are highly illiquid and are meant
to remain on the bank's balance sheet without being traded or
hedged.

Lately, this model of passive risk taking was challenged be
changed into active risk management due to the application of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) throughout
the entire value chain of credit, as ICT mainly enables for
example electronic servicing and administration of loans. From
a risk management perspective, data-warehousing of credit
and loss data, and its accessibility on aggregated portfolio level
is crucial. This data is important in analyzing risk and return
of a loan portfolio. By offering the possibility to calculate risk
measures on portfolio level and run simulations of the loan
loss distribution within a reasonable time frame due to highly
effective computing power, ICT enables the implementation of a
risk-adjusted pricing throughout the bank. Risk-adjusted prices
can be provided via online applications to the origination units
and credit risk management can be transformed into an active
approach.

Accordingly, this new dynamic approach can be described
as an originate-and-distribute business model. Credit is now
considered an asset class of its own, requiring management
and trading at the portfolio level. This innovation requires new
processes and structures within the bank (former integrated
divisions, e.g. origination and credit risk control, must be
separated and credit portfolio management must be initiated).
After reorganization, the deconstruction of the bank's internal
value chain permits make-or-buy decisions for every division
that does not add value on a risk-adjusted performance basis.

There are two options for the optimization of the risk-
return ratio of the portfolio. First, one needs to de ne the risk
costs of the loan prices (expected loss and costs of economic
capital). The characteristic features of this new approach are

the development of internal markets for credit risk and transfer
prices influencing loan origination. Second, the portfolio
manager can buy and sell assets on the secondary market via
synthetic credit default swaps (without selling the underlying
loan), securitizations, portfolio swaps, syndications or true sale
transactions to diversify the portfolio and avoid concentration
risk (modern portfolio theory). This new role of intermediation to
the capital market is only possible if platforms, instruments and
market participants to do so exist, and internal rating information
can be shared with the market. The following sections analyse
the development of the Chinese banking sector towards an
active credit risk management approach.

The Chinese Banking Sector
The Chinese banking sector is expected to become one

of the world's leading credit markets – both in terms of growth
and volume. A recently published study predicts the Chinese
credit market to top the corresponding US market - so far the
world's biggest domestic credit market – in 2040-45, overtaking
Germany and the UK in 2010 and Japan in 2025 accordingly.

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers baseline scenario projections

Obviously, visions like the above-mentioned have drawn
worldwide attention to the Chinese market. Virtually all leading
banks try to gain a foothold in the Chinese market. Another
prominent sign of the increasing importance of the Chinese
banking sector could be observed on July 23, 2007 as the
Industrial & Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) became – even
though only for a short period of time – the world's biggest bank
by market capitalisation ($ 251bn) leav-ing the second place to
US-giant Citigroup with $ 215bn in market capitalisation. A more
detailed look at the Chinese banking sector shows different
sub-groups: State-owned commercial banks, policy banks, joint-
stock commercial banks, city commercial banks, rural credit co-
operatives, foreign banks as well as others.

The four big state-owned commercial banks are ICBC,
Agricultural Bank of China (ABC), Bank of China (BOC) and
China Construction Bank (CCB). Being major shareholder, the
state directly controls these banks, which accumulate up to 55%
of the total market (measured on the basis of banks' assets).
A fth bank, Bank of Communications (BOCOM), is in principal
a joint-stocked bank but is recently being treated by the China
Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) like a state-owned
commercial bank. Specifically ICBC, BOC and CCB have
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The investment, retirement, and insurance needs of
increasingly wealthy mainland Chinese consumers
has seen China's asset management sector boom in
the past three years as millions of individuals seek

alternatives to low-yielding bank accounts, which currently
account for more than three-quarters of all personal financial
assets. While the products in which Chinese investors can
invest are, as yet, simple they are gaining in sophistication as
the market develops. Through banks or insurance companies,
for example, individual investors can now invest in structured
products and traditional unit trusts produced by fund managers
recognized by the China Securities Regulatory Commission.

A large-scale shift to more sophisticated nancial investing
en masse will take time but according to a recent report from
management consultant McKinsey, the increasing number
of Chinese workers preparing for retirement, much-reduced
government pensions, creeping inflation, and a booming
stock market have inspired consumers to seek higher returns

from their savings. In addition to these stimuli, the Chinese
government's Qualified Domestic Institutional Investor (QDII)
program, which permits Chinese nationals to invest overseas
through authorized Chinese asset managers, should also
help. QDII has been slow to take off because the government
restricted it to xed-income assets. But in May 2007 the China
Banking Regulatory Commission began permitting local
commercial banks to invest in a wider range of asset classes,
including equities, as part of the wealth-management business.

Hong Kong's unique role
Hong Kong Government Secretary for Financial Services

and the Treasury, Professor K C Chan has noted that the
QDII scheme should benefit more than mainland investors
and banks. "It proves Hong Kong's unique role because of
the links between the two markets. The very close regulatory
coordination of our two systems means we can cooperate
and help this orderly outflow of capital from China to Hong

Seeking Higher Returns
"Before investing, do your homework" says Henri Leimer of LGT

By Karen Winton, IMC Media Limited

Henri Liemer
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Kong. With the out ow of QDII and other kinds of capital from
the mainland to Hong Kong I believe this will sustain our own
market," Chan said, "helping Hong Kong to attract listings from
other markets even as we facilitate a flow of money from the
Mainland through Hong Kong into other markets worldwide. We
will manage this capital and help Chinese investors to invest
their assets into the world's markets," he said.

Indeed, as a direct result of the mainland's financial
market development, Hong Kong's stock market now ranks
seventh in the world and third largest in Asia in terms of
market capitalisation. The territory's asset management
business amounted to more than HK$6.1 trillion at the end
of 2006, representing an increase of 36 percent over 2005
and a cumulative growth of more than 70 percent in the past
two years. Like China, or rather because of it, Hong Kong is
enjoying a resurgence in asset management activity.

"More active rather than risk-taking"
What this means for the banking community in both

Hong Kong and China is a greater number of high-net-worth
individuals with a need to invest their wealth. In the private
banking sector, for example, such high net-worth individuals in
China appear to have distinct characteristics compared to their
European and American cousins, according to Henri Leimer, the
Chief Executive Officer of LGT Bank in Liechtenstein's Asian
business. "Chinese investors have a hands-on involvement in
their wealth management activities. This active participation
presents challenges but also offers opportunities. It allows us
to learn and to grow with our clients, while to a certain degree
being more innovative in terms of managing their portfolios," he
said.

"I see our Chinese clients as more active rather than
risk-taking. If they think the markets are right and there are
opportunities to make money, then they invest. They don't half
invest. If they are indeed perhaps better informed they are more
willing to take a bet on a certain investment. They are either all
in or all out but always on an informed basis," he said.

No purely Asian focus
In wealth management terms, LGT provides the standard

range of investment services to high-net-worth individuals out
of its Hong Kong and Singapore of ces. But as a private bank
without an investment banking or commercial banking business,
its focus is on investments from the buy side rather than the
sell side. "What we bring to the Asian market is a global focus
rather than a purely Asian focus. While it's important to look at
local opportunities you should always compare them to risk and
return and possibilities in a global framework," he said.

As a general rule, private banking clients with a level of
sophistication in investment and greater experience with private
banks tend to be more conservative, which means that they are
more inclined to diversify their portfolio through different asset
classes. Less mature investors with only brokerage experience,
for example, tend to stick with shares and take greater risks.
This holds true for Chinese and Asian investors, many of whom
are successful businesspeople who have taken risks to create
their wealth and are by de nition risk takers in their investment
style.

Different stage of maturity in Asia
"People or families who have run businesses for many

years and have successfully taken them to a capital raising are
used to taking risks," Leimer said. "They tend to be more risk
taking than the mature families where wealth is in the second or
third generation. That's the major difference between investors
in Asia and elsewhere. Wealth creation is at a different stage
of maturity in Asia. Chinese and Asian investors tend to be into
wealth creation whereas their counterparts in Europe and the
US are more guided by wealth protection."

Investment strategies among high-net-worth individuals
in China and other Asian markets vary. Chinese and Asian
equities have been favourites on the global investment front for
some time and many investment advisors have been investing
in Asian equities and Asian property for several years. What
most investment houses try to do is to identify global trends in
asset classes like gold and commodities and diversify portfolios
into these and other asset classes such as cash and foreign
exchange.

"Foreign exchange always offers investors the possibility
to make as well as lose money," Leimer said. "A successful
strategy depends on trends in respective markets. We try to
look at markets from a global point of view and where we see
favourable trends developing we try to identify the respective
opportunities for our clients," he said.

Don't run after opportunities
What this means in terms of investment strategies depends

very much on the risk pro le of a particular client. While some
investors want to live off their investments, need a guaranteed
quarterly payout and use nothing but bonds or cash, others
take a more balanced approach and also invest in equities
with hedge funds as an alternative to bonds. "From an asset
allocation point of view, I would probably have about 20 percent
in hedge funds, 10-20 percent in private equity, 30 percent
global equities with a focus on Asian equities, and 30 percent
cash with the use of yield-enhanced products," Leimer said.

For anyone seeking to make the most of an investment,
Leimer has some advice that he also follows in his personal
wealth management strategy. "If you are a person with
something to lose, I would always propose a balance of
investments. But first and foremost, before investing do your
homework. Second, take the bet and invest. If you're wrong,
cut your losses. Don't run after opportunities, wait for the
next one to arrive, it might just be around the corner. If you
miss something, just sit back and relax and don't think about
investment for a while," he said.

LGT

LGT is a private bank controlled by the Princely House of Liechten-
stein and for more than 70 years has been wholly owned by the
Prince Of Liechtenstein Foundation. With assets under management
of US$ 85 billion (CHF 99.7 billion), it operates as a second tier
boutique private bank and leverages on its independence of advice
and services provided. It does not have a speci c onshore strategy
for developing its wealth management business in China, but has
high-net-worth individual clients through relationships and referrals.
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China's market offers huge potential to many of the
world's international corporations. Standing at USD3.7
trillion, China's GDP is around six times larger than
Switzerland's. And with economic growth rates from

2000–2005 averaging 9%, and tracking at just over 11% in
2006, China's size and in uence on the global economy is set
to increase rapidly over the coming few years. It's estimated
that by 2025, China's contribution to global manufacturing
output is expected to double to 11% and its percentage of
global trade is expected to triple and account for 12%.

Following China's accession to the World Trade Orga-
nization (WTO) in 2001 and the commitments to structural
change that China agreed to in order to facilitate its entry,
foreign banks have mobilized themselves quickly, looking at
ways in which to establish and position themselves in order to
capitalize on the opportunities that China presents. According
to a report published by the Boston Consulting Group, foreign
investment into the sector leapt from USD0.2 billion in 2001 to
around USD17.6 billion in 2005. By the end of 2006, 74 foreign
banks had established a presence in China with foreign banks'
total assets amounting to USD1.23 billion up USD0.53 billion in
2003 (see chart). While this represents a small percentage of
the total assets of China's banking sector, it's an impressive rate
of expansion. But it's not all one way ow. China's authorities
clearly understand the professional and technological expertise
that foreign financial institutions will import into their country,

which they know will only be of bene t to the reform process as
it gathers speed.

Changing market environment
The Government's ongoing reform program and its under-

takings to honor its commitments to the WTO has facilitated
much of the country's impressive growth rates and the
increasing amount of capital and time being invested in the
country.

One area at the forefront of change within the financial
sector is the securities industry. When the China Securities
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) permitted the establishment
of joint venture securities companies it meant foreign partners
could gain access to the large domestic underwriting business,
secondary trading of bonds and equities, as well as allowing
the proprietary trading of bonds, and the ability to offer advisory
services centered around potential merger and acquisition
transactions. In addition, the CSRC allowed foreign institutions
to take up to a 49% in the country's fund management opera-
tions. This paved the way for UBS and the State Development
Investment Corporation (SDIC) – China's largest state-owned
holding company – to form a funds management joint venture
in March 2005.

In 2005, the country's banking regulator, China Banking
Regulatory Commission (CBRC), allowed foreign banks to
expand their local currency operations to other geographical

The Market Is Opening
Up to Foreign Players
By the end of 2006, 74 foreign banks had established a presence in China

By Marc Büdenbender and Christoph Konrad
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locations such as Ningbo and Shantou – and progressed further
than its WTO obligations demanded by allowing the opening of
operations elsewhere. This was followed in December 2006,
with the CBRC lifting all geographic restrictions on the local
currency business for foreign financial institutions, allowing
them to provide services to all Chinese clients and removing
any non-prudential measures restricting ownership and
operation.

Changing Landscape of China's banking industry
Foreign banks have responded positively to the changes.

And in April 2007, the CBRC approved applications from the
rst group of foreign banks to incorporate locally and provide a

full range of foreign exchange and local currency (i.e. Renminbi
(RMB)) services to retail clients. This is a departure from the
previous norm of only being allowed to provide such services to
Chinese corporates. In May, further foreign banks were given
similar licences and there are additional applications awaiting
approval.

The entry of foreign banks is clearly changing the
landscape of China's banking industry by providing innovative
retail and business solutions that are consistent with the
country's rapidly changing environment. In addition to foreign
exchange trading, foreign banks offer products ranging from
retail, treasury solutions, derivatives, corporate lending, project
financing, asset management, mergers and acquisitions and
trade finance. In the securities sector, UBS is so far the only
international bank to have been permitted to invest directly in a
fully-licensed domestic securities company with management
control. At a time of increasing demand amongst Chinese
corporates for domestic – rather than international – listings,
we anticipate more foreign rms securing access to the A-share
market through joint ventures with domestic rms.

Scope and sophistication
A sound and effective regulatory system is paramount to

the development of the nancial industry. Throughout the past
few years, China has implemented far-reaching changes in its
banking and securities industries. Following the creation of the
CBRC in 2003 measures to strengthen credit and market risk
management, improve disclosure requirements, the introduction
of trial programs in asset-backed securities and guidelines on
overseas wealth management business quickly followed.

The regulatory environment continues to develop in terms

of scope and sophistication. Ongoing areas of debate include
the current separation of the banking and securities industries
and the possibility of increasing the level of equity participation
by foreign firms in domestic financial institutions. With further
financial sector liberalisation, we would expect to see an
increase in foreign bank assets, which currently remain fairly
small in aggregate (see chart). However, the current measured
approach is understandable and in line with the government's
effort to sequence its reforms, balancing the need to strengthen
the nancial system to meet the growing nancing needs of its
citizens and enterprises, while minimizing potential risks in the
process.

Wealth Management - relatively new to China
The foreign banking sector can help this process by

continuing to introduce new, innovative products to the
Chinese market. One such example is the provision of wealth
management services, one of UBS's business pillars and
an industry in which Switzerland occupies a market leading
position. Wealth Management is still a relatively new concept in
China, and its further development will facilitate the deepening
of the country's capital markets, which in turn will encourage
further domestic investment.

One cannot underscore China's importance in the global
economy enough. Opportunities abound, bringing with them
high potential returns and, inevitably, some risks. For any
foreign player these are reasons to establish a foothold in
the country. However, the manner with which this foothold is
established is important. The achievements of the banking
sector over the past ve years have been predicated on foreign
banks forging good relations with their domestic counterparts
and local authorities to establish a genuinely local presence in
China. This will, by and large, remain the case going forward:
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transactions for Chinese enterprises from 1985. Since 1989, it has
had representative offices in Shanghai and Beijing. Today UBS is
determined to establish a multi-entity domestic platform in China
with a broad services offering.

Credit Suisse in China

Mainland China: Credit Suisse has maintained banking ties with
China for over 50 years, marked by an onshore presence of more
than 20 years and a product offering comprising Investment Banking,
Corporate and Commercial Banking, as well as Asset Management.
In the 1950s Credit Suisse formed correspondent banking ties with
China and became the first Swiss bank to open a representative
of ce (RO) in Beijing in 1985. Credit Suisse subsequently opened
offices in Shanghai and Guangzhou. In 1998, Credit Suisse
Shanghai bank branch received approval to engage in RMB
business. Credit Suisse has also been granted QFII and QDII status.
Its asset management JV with ICBC and COSCO was formed in
2005. In the same year, Credit Suisse formed China Renaissance
Capital Investment Inc., in the Cayman Islands focusing on private
equity investments in the Greater China region.

Hong Kong: The opening of a RO in Hong Kong in 1969 marked
Credit Suisse's rst representation in Asia. Since then, the Bank has
further expanded its business in Hong Kong, which is now one of
the Bank's regional hubs. Credit Suisse is one of the largest brokers
trading on the HK Stock Exchange.

a " y-in" approach will not work. The rms that succeed will be
those that build a long term, sustainable presence in China and
which contribute to the further development of the country's
nancial markets.

About the authors
Marc Büdenbender is Managing Director and
head of the team Public Policy International
at Corporate Center of UBS in Zurich. He
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Economics, worked with NordLB in New York
and Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt, and joined
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Christoph Konrad is currently Director with
UBS Securities in Beijing. He joined UBS'
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UBS in China

UBS is the leading global wealth manager, a top tier investment
banking and securities firm, and one of the largest global asset
managers. In Switzerland, UBS is the market leader in retail and
commercial banking. UBS has participated in corporate finance
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I Am Very Excited to
Play Against Sampras
Recorded by Fabian Gull, Shanghai

The Bridge was recently invited to 
attend a special function with Roger 
Federer. The "meet and greet" event 
at the Portman Ritz-Carlton took place 
just ahead of the Shanghai Masters 
Cup, and was generously hosted by 
one of Roger Federers' sponsors, the 
Swiss coffee machine producer Jura. 
Federer awarded a longer interview to 
the Chinese television that The Bridge 
was allowed to attend. The Bridge 
then grabbed the chance to ask him a 
few questions.

Roger Federer, you are a three-time 
winner of the circuit finale. How do 
you feel being back in Shanghai?
It feels great to be here again! Especially
after another very good year. Maybe I
didn't play so well in Miami and Indian
Wells - and I wish I could have played

better in Paris as well, but some guys
like Canas and Nalbandian played really
well. But what counts most for me are
the Grand Slams – I won all three of
them and made it to all the finals, so
overall it has still been a perfect season.
My goal is, of course, to defend my title
in Shanghai and it's an honor for me to
be top seeded at the Masters Cup where
only the best eight players of the year
participate, and a long season is coming
to an end.

Your tennis year is not yet finished 
after the Masters Cup. You will still 
play Pete Sampras after that.
Yes, we are going to play three exhi-
bitions together - in Seoul, Kuala Lumpur
and Macao. I am very excited about it!
We have only played each other once in
our careers, it was a great, dramatic and

classic match in Wimbledon, 7:5 for me
in the fth set, he was the heavy favorite
and I was coming up. This is not only
very exciting for the fans but also a great
honor for us to see each other, spend
time together, and of course play against
each other. Hopefully we can put on a
good show. I've heard Pete is training
hard and takes it seriously. Hopefully I
am going to win! A defeat would be bad
for my career (laughing)!

How do you compare yourself to Pete 
Sampras?
It is certainly easier to compare myself to
Sampras than to other great players in
the past because tennis changes. When I
was growing up, Pete was already there,
he was number one, winning Wimbledon
so many times. And I even played against
him, so I can really relate to how he
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played. Pete gave tennis so much with
his aggressive play with serve and volley,
chip and charge. But the conditions today
on the circuit are much slower than back
in the nineties and I play much more
from the base line than Pete. What we
have in common is a very relaxed playing
style with a strong emphasis on great
technique and athleticism. Earlier, we
even looked the same, having the same
clothing and racket company. But I had
longer hair than Pete (laughing).

Did you ever worry that this year you 
would lose the number one position 
to Rafael Nadal?
Yes, maybe a little bit after Wimbledon,
when he had a great run on clay and
also on grass. It was very tough and
close to beat him in the Wimbledon nal.
This was really when I thought, if I don't
play well during the US Open, it would be
very dif cult for me. Again, I stepped up,
played very well and nished this year as
number one.
Next year is going to be dif cult for sure.
Nadal is a good player and I never see
him playing bad. His injuries are his
biggest problem. He has problems with
his knees, maybe with his hand, I don't
know exactly. But having great battles
with him is great for tennis.

What can you stop from winning?
I hope not an injury! I hope I stay fit so
I have many more years to come. But
still, there will be juniors coming up. I like
playing against different generations and
having battles with different players like
Andre Agassi, Sampras, Hewitt, Safin,
Roddick and Nadal who all challenged
me. Some have beaten me more, some
less. But I like to be around and always

enjoy the challenge.

Some say there are way too many 
tournaments on the men's tour?
I agree - maybe a little bit. If you don't
watch out like flying back and forth to
America, Asia, Europe and Australia is
very hard for the body. I try to take care
of my schedule and do it smart. Maybe
it's better to play a few tournaments in
a run at a certain place, take enough
vacation and preparation. I only play
about 18 tournaments a year, other guys
play 30 tournaments. Of course when I
play, I win a lot, so in the end I also play
about 80 matches a year which is a lot.

How long will you continue without a 
coach?
I don't know. I am definitely considering
the coaching situation. Coaching and
hearing some feedback is important, but I
am still not sure when and who it's going
to be.

2008 is going to be a sports highlight 
for China with the Olympic Games in 
Beijing. Is it also a highlight for you?
Yes, absolutely. This is one of my big
goals next year; and the Olympic Year
is always very special. But a tennis year
has many highlights. Of course there's
Wimbledon, the Australian and the US
Open, the French Open and hopefully
the Masters Cup in Shanghai again.

It didn't go too badly for you so far in 
the past Olympic Games.
Yes, indeed. I 've had some great
experiences at my two previous Olympic
Games in Athens and in Sydney. And
I carried the flag for Switzerland which
meant a lot to me. As you can see, I have

plenty of reasons why I look forward to
the Olympics very much.

Do you consider participating at the 
China Open in autumn next year?
That's in Beijing right?
Yes. I don't think so, to be honest.
Simply because it doesn't go well with
my schedule. Right after the Olympic
Games I'm going to be in North America.
After that I would have to come back to
Beijing. I think that would be a little too
much traveling.

What do you think of the Chinese 
tennis scene?
Well, I saw some talents here. Unfor-
tunately I don't remember their names
because they have difficult names for
me (laughing). When I arrived one week
ago I practised with two juniors. They
played well. I don't know if there are
many or huge talents around in China
but in general I wish that there were
more Asian players coming up, not just
from China. On the women's side that
has already happened. I think tennis
does need more good players from Asia
in addition to the already existing ones
from let's say South Korea, Thailand and
Japan because they all struggle. The
potential in China is certainly huge.

You recent ly  have been beaten 
by Novak Djokovic and lost twice 
to David Nalbandian. Who do you 
consider as your strongest opponent? 
Is it still Nadal who has been strug-
gling recently?
Nalbandian played fantastic matches
and had a great run. But I'm playing with
a lot of con dence. My biggest rival still
is Nadal. This is clearly the guy I had
the most rivalry no matter what kind of
surface

You arrived in Shanghai one week 

do? Do you like Shanghai? 
It's a great city! In terms of sightseeing
or activities I was a little lazy this week. I
arrived from Paris early and gave myself
time to adjust. I am trying to hit as much
as possible because I am not entirely
happy with my form. I was struggling with
my rhythm in Madrid and especially in
Paris against Nalbandian. But in previous
years I also went to Pudong and to the
Bund sometimes.
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HR Challenges for
Buhler in China
Establishing a sustainable HRM system for a company's maturity stage

After years of rapid growth in China, Buhler, a highly
diversi ed technology group which sources, produces
and sells in and out of China, is using a people-
centered, pragmatic and transparent approach to roll

out an integrated HRM system to prepare for a more stable
stage and pace of development. In mid 2006, HR was facing
the following challenges:

General Challenges
• Huge workload of recruitment, management and admini-

stration for the HR department
• Existing supervisors lacked time and skills to thoroughly train

new people on details of internal systems and work ows
• Inefficient cross-departmental cooperation due to "work-

to-rule"-mentality with strong focus on department and job
responsibility boundaries

Challenges within the Sales and Ful llment Organization
• People had made good careers within short time due to the

rapid growth and expected ongoing salary increases. HR was
facing unrealistic expectations about salary hikes as well as

about further career development when comparing to actual
capabilities.

• People skills
- Management skills: Due to the rapid growth, people had to

take on management tasks without adequate training. In
some cases, HR even suspected a personality mismatch.

- Project Management capacity e.g. PM experience, technical
know-how, and strong management capabilities.

- Engineers: A scare resource considering the right mix of
skills, experience, potential and personality: Engineers are
dif cult to recruit and manage due to the unpredictability of
new plant sales projects and uctuating workloads.

Challenges in the Production Environment
• Process improvement
• New product development
• Talent management, especially retention of skilled workers /

mid-level staff

HRM strategy for China
In mid 2006, Buhler made HRM a top priority management
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issue and recruited an experienced HR practitioner for the
following key tasks:

Manage Diversity, Build a Joint Group Culture in China
• Integrate while keeping a healthy degree of diversity
• Trigger innovation through competition of models
Provide the Organization with the People It Needs
• Retain (key positions) people
• Train and develop (high-potentials and key) people

Based on discussions, management meetings and
workshops, the following HRM strategy was developed and
implemented:
a) Compensation, Motivation & Retention
• Transparent and fair compensation system

Buhler implemented China-wide job grading system based on
the principle of internal equality and external competitiveness.
Instead of the conventional arrangement of a monthly salary
plus a 13th month salary, Buhler developed a total cash
concept (TCC): 12 monthly xed pays plus once per year, a
variable, not guaranteed amount, based on the company's
performance, also taking into consideration results of the
department and individual.

• Spontaneous rewards for good and pro-active behavior
Superiors in of ce and factories can reward employees who
proactively supported a process and showed initiative in an
outstanding (out-of-the-job-description) way. The recipient
can cash in the voucher instantly. By noting the reason,
supervisors help the HR department monitor what kind of
behavior was shown and has been rewarded.

• Retention of employees with high potential and staff in 
key positions
The critical substance for Buhler consists of the key position
holders and the high potential staff. By offering them special
benefits, tailor-made career development plans, sponsoring
their education and overseas training, Buhler tries to secure
such people.

b) Active Leadership Review
The above mentioned chal lenges (part icularly cross-

departmental thinking barriers and reporting traditions) can only
be mastered by the top management being a good role model.
Therefore, the management team started monitoring its own
behavior through a 3600 assessment on a regular basis for
continuous improvement.
c) Recruiting
• Mentor-trainee Program
Buhler proactively hires outstanding fresh graduates from
specialized Universities in China and lets them run through
a 2-year job rotation program in different departments with
complementary soft skills training. During their traineeship,
they are being supported by one tutor and one mentor each.

• Internal recruitment
In addition to traditional external recruiting methods, internal
recruitment helped Buhler identify those who want to change
job, decrease the risk of losing talents and increase the pool of
most suitable candidates.

d) Training & People Development
• Training Programs
A broad training program includes on- and off-the-job practical,
technical, management and personal training, which is
provided by in-house experts, outside specialists and trainers
from the headquarters as well as from other Buhler units, who
stay for onsite trainings, entire projects or longer assignments.

• Apprenticeship program for the workshops
Similar to the mentor-trainee program, Buhler has established
a 3-year apprenticeship program for graduates from technical
colleges: Based on the Swiss apprenticeship concept, it
prepares students to operate a big variety of machines.

• People development program
During the year-end appraisal discussion, individual
development plans are established for each employee.
Moreover, competencies needed for mid-level staff are de ned
and assessed.

For those in key positions, Buhler compiled a list of
leadership competencies and organizes a performance review
session, supervised by external consultants, the GM, line
managers and the HR department. Line managers take up
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the role of coaches while HR supports and ensures a smooth
implementation of the jointly discussed development plan
following this session.
e) Key Factors for a Successful Implementation
• Professional HR department 
The first task towards a more strategically oriented HRM
was to overcome conventional thinking within the existing
HR department, which used to focus on administrational
aspects. This process was accomplished through a system
of regular meetings, support from external consultants and
complementary workshop & trainings.

• Communication
For the development of corporate HR strategies, the China
management team made good experience with workshops
organized by third-party moderators, involving relevant people
from different levels of the organization. Also the speech of the
GM of another company which in a comparable situation and
industry had successfully established an HR system of similar
scope proved very useful.

Additionally, exchange & integration programs, joint
meetings, workshops on different levels, a twice-yearly staff
meeting and a monthly newsletter were designed to encourage
discussion, promote teamwork, exchange knowledge,
encourage support and thereby foster the development of a
joint company culture.
• Careful planning and pragmatic implementation

To develop and implement so many HR initiatives in an
operating system was and remains a huge challenge for the
HR department, especially, since daily operations of the HR
business needed to be kept up.

To tackle these challenges, HR set-up a 3-years mid-term
plan and a 1-year action plan to coordinate major tasks and
peaks. This method allowed planning ahead and setting clear
priorities.

Implementation was done in a pragmatic and fast way:
Not compromising on quality, but if necessary and where
possible on perfection.

Only a great team atmosphere allowed handling the vast
number of interviews, appraisals, internal discussions and
new programs to be planned, developed and implemented
with a team of only five people (plus local HR teams in each
subsidiary).

As this case is being written, new initiatives are being
launched: The goals of HR are not fully reached yet, but much
progress has been achieved. Managing a company in a growth
phase, in an environment as dynamic as China, requires HR to
continuously adapt its strategy without losing the focus.

Read the full version of this case study in The China Human Resources 
Paradox: Dealing Successfully with People Shortages in the Land of 
Billions. This comprehensive manual to successful HRM in China can 
be ordered from info@chinaguide.ch at a special SwissCham member 
price of RMB 250 (regular price: RMB 500).
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Dieter Voegtli is hard to catch up with.
He travels quite extensively and it
was nearly impossible to schedule
this interview. The meeting which was
initially supposed to be held at Buhler
headquarters in Wuxi later moved
to take place in the car from Wuxi to
Pudong and Finally, we were able to
meet up with Mr. Voegli at Pudong
Airport shortly before he took off for
Switzerland.

The Bridge: Mr. Voegtli, what keeps 
you so busy?
In the last years we have dramatically
changed the way we work. Buhler used
to be a globaly active Swiss company
but everything was in Switzerland –
headquarters, engineering, thinking,
development. All machines were made
in Switzerland and sold from there to the
rest of the world. If Buhler would have
continued like this, we would have been
wiped off the market in China. Buhler
China was not encouraged to think but
to follow instructions from Switzerland.
The Buhler management realized that
if we don't win the battle here we will

Conquering the
Medium Market
Dieter Voegtli, President of Buhler China,
wants to lead less through emails
Interview, Fabian Gull

CEO Interview

Mr. Dieter Voegtli
CEO of Buhler China

th

Five-roll re ners process chocolate mass into a ne pasta.
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have to fight somewhere else. That
was when I was hired three years ago.
We have changed a lot and now want
to be relatively independent in China.
This means, we want to build up an
organisation to handle everything for
China in China. This challenge is what is
keeping me busy!

I heard that you always stay at a hotel 
when you are in Wuxi where Buhler 
China is headquartered?
Yes. You are well informed. It's just
laziness (laughing).

Many Swiss are afraid of China. They 
fear the increasing loss of jobs in 
Switzerland. What is your position?
Well, this is an understandable fear. But
one cannot ght the threat by being afraid
of it! This is how you lose every battle. Its
better to understand your opponent, be
aware of your own strengths and fight!
Today, every sixth employee of Buhler
is a Chinese and we are about 1400 in
China, and only twelve foreigners. This is
a consequence of the Chinese threat. But
there are still around 3500 employees in
Switzerland.

Buhler sticks to their "high-end – high 
margin" strategy, I guess.
For some businesses yes. We take
a selective approach in the different

business we are in. But "high-end – high
margin" also means very low market
share. If someone from the mass volume
medium market is learning and catching
up you are in trouble!

You also start having R&D activities in 
China.
Yes, that's brand new! We want to
develop machines for the medium market
in China. The know-how is existing in
Buhler, so we are not going to make
fundamental research. This project is
thus mainly a people challenge.

What are the characteristics of the 
medium market?
Less equipment, lower price and much
more volume. We are conquering the
medium market to compete with our
Chinese competitors. In China, the
situation is extreme. There is a top end
market which is a small market and
then you have a medium market which
is a huge market in volume terms. To
be successful in the medium market
you have to think the way this market
does - you have to think simpler! And
that's not that easy! Our machines
are normally very high-end. We have
acquired a Chinese company who caters
to this medium market and we develop
improved machines together. For some
applications, less technology is still good

enough given a high reliability.

Who are your competitors?
Normally, our competitors are not other
western companies. Our competitors are
those who copy us in China. We want to
beat the Chinese in their own back yard.

How strong are your Chinese compe-
titors?
Very strong! They also export and offer
good value for money no doubt about
that. And their quality is becoming better
and better. No wonder, they have copied
everything from us! And they copy very
well. They even copy our production
processes and quality systems. In the
grain processing for example there are
two big players in China – Buhler and
Muyang. They are now building up a
sales organisation around the world. This
is a quite new situation for us.

We have tried to fight against it but it's
very difficult to reach something in the
field of patent enfringement. Plus, one
copier is kind of an industry hero and it's
always difficult to fight the hero. This is
why we have chosen to buy a company
and learn how to do it the Chinese way
to compete with them. And we are now
winning market shares back. Before that,
we didn't really know how to manage this
competitor. Once we succeed in the mid-
tier market in China, we go out to Asia
and nd the medium market there also.

Let's talk about chocolate!
With pleasure! As most people don't
know, 60% of the world choclate pro-
duction is made on Buhler machines.
And our market share is still growing. We
do everything – from the cacao bean to
the forming, with a focus on the making
of the chocolate, the milling machines
for example. If you like for example
Toblerone, Lindt or Nestle chocolate –
they are all made on Buhler machines.

What about the chocolate market in 
China?
China is a very small chocolate market
so far. But we have been growing in
activity. The chocolate consumption
starts jumping as soon as a certain level
of GDP per capita is reached. Because
chocolate is a luxury. We are very well
established with our chocolate equipment

In the two single-shaft conches of type Frisse ELK, the chocolate mass undergoes prolonged
and uniform agitation. This lique es it and gives it its ne avour and smooth and creamy
texture.
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for large scale international customers
with our high-end products. The world
chocolate market is dominated by global
players, but there is a growing number
of Chinese entrepreneurs entering the
market and they need an entry machine.
We are focusing now on these entry level
customers so that they can grow with
Buhler instead of being a competitor.

want?
Headcount is easy, braincount is diffi-
cult! This is certainly one of the key
challenges. Increasingly I notice also
a gap between experience and salary
expectations! These expectations, rather
than the salary itself, frighten me.

What mistakes have you learned from 
in China? Where can Buhler improve?
One mistake we still make is English
language. By requiring employees to
speak English you are reducing the
labour pool drastically. So don't look for
the English speaker all time its wrong!
It's easier to teach someone English than
good engineering or sales skills. Less
than 20% of our employees in China are
fluent in English, also because most of
our employees are blue collar workers.

I would say sales people. Many Chinese
consider sales simply as discount
selling. Consultative sales experts who
understand the business are hard to get.

How much do you pay a freshly gra-
duate from university?
Buhler pays around RMB 1800 per
month and run them through different
departments, train and develop them
on the job. We also have people who
offer us to work a year for free. But we
don't take advantage of such offers.
Our philosophy is that those who work
should earn something. In general, we
do not primarily try to retain people just
with salary increases (also read the case
study on Buhler HR-strategy).

What's your employee turnover rate?
We have a very low turnover rate and
hundreds of employees working for us
for more than ten years. We have real
Buhler fans at the company and that's
great!

What is the biggest challenge for you 
in China?
Getting the understanding of head-
quarters in Switzerland for what is going
on here (laughing). And trying to convince

them that certain things have to be done
in a certain way. They often come here
for a couple of days, go back and try
to understand. But they do not always
do. And the people challenge! Growing
fast means hiring the right people and
integrating them all the time.

How independent is Buhler China?
Actually, very independent! On the other
hand, now that we are becoming bigger
and more important for the group, our
HQ is also more and more interested
and wants to be more involved. We are
now approaching 10% of global sales in
China - and if we reach our goals - we
will be the biggest country for the group
next year. So if we have a bad year in
China, the group feels it!

So how are you doing now?
This year is tougher and we probably
won't grow this year.

Why is that?
The flour milling – our bread and butter
business – collapsed. We somehow
expected it to happen but we didn't
know when it was going to start. The
reason is total over-capacity, a classical
Chinese phenomena. Only about 30%
of the existing mills in China are actually
running. The flour consumption is also
shrinking. Consumers are going more
into meat, shrimps, sh and also the rice
consumption is stagnating. But we still
believe we can grow because more and
more Chinese request a better quality
and ask for special our.
Also you have to keep in mind that the
plant business is a long term business.
So we already know by now that we will
grow at least by 40% next year. In our
business you need to take three years
to see the trend and where you are. We
grew about 25% on the average over the
past three years.

Can you be more detailed in terms of 

No. Because we don't publish gures for
China. But we are profitable and have
never lost money.

Buhler has three divisions. Which is 
the most important?
Grain processing is with a share of
about 60% clearly the most important.
Engineered products for chocolate, inks
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Dieter Voegtli (49)
How long in China
12 years(Europe and Saudi Arabia 
prior)
Family: Married, four boys (9-15 
years)
Background: Mechanical Engineer 
(ETH, Switzerland) and MBA (Insead, 
France)
Favourite restaurant in Shanghai:
For Chinese: 1221, Italian: Va bene
What I like about China
Working with Chinese, their positive 
atitude, desire to create / build some-

workforce that is so willing to grow 
and go the extra mile?
What I don't like about China
Corruption, ultimate money orien-
tation

R&M. We are a Swiss family business 

which has specialized in innovative and 

practical high-end products and systems 

in the information and communications 

technology market since 1964. With its 

cabling for communication networks R&M 

has earned a reputation as a quality lead-

er who always offers added value.

GET MORE. Swissness by R&M means 

genuine benefits for you. For instance 

Switzerland’s proverbial punctuality when 

it comes to meeting delivery deadlines. 

Or Swiss quality for investments that 

continue to pay off even years later. Or 

the Swiss approach to safety, protecting 

you from nasty surprises no matter how 

demanding the project. Interested?  Then 

go to www.rdm.com to find out more.

Reichle & De-Massari Far East (Pte) Ltd - Shanghai, HuaiHai China Tower 885 Renmin Rd., Unit 2703 200010 Shanghai, P. R. China  

Phone +86 (21) 6336 8383, Fax +86 (21) 6336 0030, china@rdm.com, www.rdm.com

and PET-bottles is 30%, and die casting
is about 10%.

How do you deal with corruption?
The internal corruption - where for
example, workers start with suppliers

- is easier to get by than the external
corruption. In general this is a sad reality
and a very dif cult issue. I am seriously
concerned about this, not so much for
Buhler, but for China.

Do you have a favourite product?
I not only love chocolate but also
our machines which the chocolate is
produced on. Dye casting is fascinating
because of its size and power. And
every time I touch a Chinese bank note I
know that the ink was made on a Buhler
machine.

Buhler's group management in China 
wants to act as a model. This is why 
you are monitoring your own beha-
viour with an assessment. What were 
the results of your assessment?
A very personal question (laughing)! My
weakness is that I send out too many
emails instead of more face to face
communication. I'm working on it and
want to lead less through emails!
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Creating Values for
a Harmonious Society
Chaoyong Wang owns the only Asian sailing team that ever made it to
the America's Cup, one of the worlds oldest sports competition

Interview, Fabian Gull

The Bridge: 
M r .  W a n g , 
how popular 
is sailing in 
China?
It's getting more
and more pop-
ular! We had
excellent me-
dia coverage
d u r i n g t h e
A m e r i c a ' s

Cup. In total, around 800 million spec-

tators followed our races in China on
CCTV5 and we were one of the most
covered teams of the Cup! Chinese
sailors are also catching up. There are
now seven on the boat compared to zero
when we started.

How did your passion for sailing 
develop?
My rst experience on a sailing boat was
in New York back in 1997. I was working
as a Wall Street Banker and the staff
was required to take sailing lessons to

develop and deepen the afore mentioned
values. After that I did some casual
sailing.

Sailing is strongly associated with 
luxury and wealth and is therefore 
relatively young and not so known in 
China.
I disagree. What you say is probably
true for luxury yachting. Sailing for me
features other values. Sailing is about
the spirit of sports, about passion and
teamwork rather than luxury. And theses
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are exactly the values China needs to
focus on to build a harmonious society.
Sailing also promotes a dynamic lifestyle
and stands for the good life.

How did the idea of creating a team 
come up?
In 2005, two things occurred. Firstly,
my dear friend and former Ambassador
of Switzerland to China, Mr. Ueli Sigg,
invited me on the board of Infront Asia,
a company headquartered in Zug,
Switzerland, which is an international
sports marketing company. They were
discussing how Asia could somehow be
part of the America's Cup. Later in 2005,
the former General Manager of Team
Alinghi and Manager at America's Cup
asked me whether China could send
a team. I spontaneously agreed and
decided to build up a team on my own.
This is how the idea was born.

Aren't major sports events in China 
such as the Olympic Games or F1 
Grand Prix all government organized 
and controlled?
Yes indeed. The creation of Team China
and the participation at the America's
Cup is the first sports project of this
size in China which is purely based on
initiative from the private sector. The
China Yachting Association for example
didn't want to support the idea, they
wanted to wait another ten to fifteen
years because they thought China was
not yet ready for it in terms of athletes,
technology and money. And: They are
right! Nevertheless, I decided to go for it
now!

When I first heard of you, you were 
introduced to me as the "Chinese 
Ernesto Bertarelli".
Yes, I know (laughing). We share the
same passion but Ernesto has much
more money than I do (laughing)!

How would you describe your role as 
the syndicate head?
I promote the team, am in charge of
government and media relations and
take care of our sponsors.

You are also the Chairman of a leading 

would you attribute your success?
I got a good training in the US. I am
persistent, honest, hard-working and a
visionary.

What is your advice to young Chinese 
entrepreneurs?
Go skiing in Switzerland and start sailing
(laughing)! Seriously, this strengthens
your character and balances your life.
Learn as much as you can from Swiss
businessmen who are mostly patient,
persistent and not just running after quick
money. Once you are successful, use
your wealth and give something back to
the society. I also recommend to improve
your life with good taste. Live a good life
and be sporty!

The Americas Cup is a big business 
and participation requires consi-
derable means. Are you looking at 
your team as a business?
No, not at all! Nor it's just for my pleasure!
My motivation is purely the willingness to
promote China in the world! I want to do
something for the country.

How do you feel about the perfor-
mance of Team China at this years' 
Americas Cup in Valencia?
I am very happy with the result!

Even though Team China ranked last? 
This is true. But you have to take several
things into consideration. It's been our
rst participation and the boat has been

constructed in China within the very short
time of only nine months - excluding the

design phase. And with a small budget
of only RMB 180 million, which is only
about a tenth of the resources of Alinghi.
Despite that, we finished all races, we
had no break-downs, we made some
victory points and we achieved one
historical victory over Oracle! I am really
happy about that!

So your expectations were realistic.
Yes. Totally.

What is your relationship to Swit-
zerland?
I have very close friends there and I also
work with Swiss investors in China. I visit
Switzerland a few times a year. And one
of our main sponsors is a Swiss watch
company.

Where is the boat now?
Still in Valencia.

Ernesto Bertarelli from Team Alinghi has 
been on the boat himself - what about 
you? Do you spend time on the boat?
Not during the race. Only in training
sessions.

What would you like to achieve in the 
future for yourself? For China?
I want to keep doing what i am doing!

Chaoyong Wang

is the founding partner and Chief
Executive Officer of ChinaEquity Inter-
national, a China-based independent
venture capital firm which focuses
on the technology, media and tele-
communications sectors in Greater
China. Prior to founding ChinaEquity in
1999, Mr. Wang had spent 12 years in
the investment banking and financial
services industry. He presently serves
on the board of directors of several
companies including Origo Sino-
India, Rising Tech and Infront Asia
and serves as an advisor to several
government funds and organizations
and was a member of the Board of
Governors and the Secretary General
of China Venture Capital Association.
Mr. Wang has been the Syndicate
Head of China Team, the rst Chinese
competition team of The America's
Cup since the year 2005.
www.china-team.org
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New Transfer Pricing
Developments in China
By Cheng Chi, Kerstin Heidrich and Rainer Hausmann of Ernst & Young

Despite the continuing delays in the release of China
Transfer Pricing Contemporaneous Documentation
Ruling, there have been further key developments in
China's transfer pricing environment. Some of these

developments were included in the tax reform measures passed
by the National Peoples Congress in March. However, some
more immediate issues have arisen from new circulars issued
by the State Administration of Taxation (SAT) and actions
being taken by some major tax jurisdictions in China. These
developments indicate that transfer pricing continues to be a
key focus area for the SAT. The details of these developments
are discussed below.

Detailed Intercompany Transaction Disclosure
A new requirement on the disclosure of intercompany

transactions has been issued by some major tax jurisdictions
in China - certain districts in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xiamen,
Wenzhou, to name just a few. Under the new requirement,
foreign invested enterprises (FIEs) and foreign enterprises (FEs)
within these jurisdictions will be obliged to file more detailed

and comprehensive intercompany transaction information (if
any), starting from the annual corporate income tax (CIT) ling
of scal year 2006.

Apart from the existing Form 13-A and 13-B, on general
intercompany transaction status, the said FIEs/FEs should
also complete and include in their annual filing package the
extended forms A1301 – A1307. In particular, these forms
require an overview of the related enterprises and transactions
(Form A 1301) as well as detailed information on related sales
and purchases of goods (Form A 1302), and services provided
to or received from related parties (Form A 1303). In addition,
also nancings granted or received from related parties (Form
A 1304), sales to or purchases from related parties of tangible
and/or intangible assets (Form A 1305 and A 1306) and other
related transactions (Form A 1307) need to be disclosed.

Even more importantly, taxpayers are now required to
disclose information on both related and unrelated transactions
of a similar nature - information that could facilitate the tax
authorities' ability to ef ciently identify comparable transactions
and effectively evaluate the arm's length nature of the transfer
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pricing practices adopted by taxpayers. The new requirement
echoes the message in the new CIT law, that the tax authorities
are putting stronger emphasis on transfer pricing disclosure.
In the absence of a formal documentation ruling, China tax
authorities still can use the above forms to closely monitor the
transfer pricing practices of the FIEs/FEs in this country.

The annual ling deadline for scal year 2006 has passed
and most of the taxpayers in the above-mentioned jurisdictions
have experienced this extended disclosure requirement. More
jurisdictions are expected to follow this practice and implement
it at the annual ling season of scal year 2007. This will require
the taxpayers to pay more attention to the internal record of
their intercompany transactions.

SAT Calls for Audits
The recently issued Guoshuihan [2007] No. 236 (Circular

236), which calls for tax of cials to investigate loss-making FIEs
and FEs with "pure manufacturing function", is a clear indication
of the SAT's lower tolerance towards contract manufacturers
and toll processors in China, which may be experiencing losses.
Many FIEs/FEs have losses or make marginal profit though
performing pure manufacturing activities according to their
foreign parents' overall operational plan. Many of these losses
arise because the companies are in start-up positions and may
have initial one-off costs or low capacity utilization. Tax audits
on these FIEs/FEs are carried out by the respective local tax
bureaus on a case-by-case basis. Circular 236 demonstrates
that the SAT is organizing a nationwide tax investigation
campaign into the transfer pricing arrangements within these
"pure manufacturing-function" FIEs/FEs. Summarized below

are the key points of Circular 236 which illustrate the major
measures to strengthen the tax administration over those FIEs/
FEs:
• The association between function, risk and pro tability of the

FIEs/FEs is emphasized.
FIEs and FEs are defined as manufacturers with "pure

manufacturing function" if they carry out the production
according to the orders placed by related parties and the
business plan of their overseas parent company, while all
strategic management, R&D, sales and marketing, etc., are
carried out by their parent company or other related parties.
Correspondingly, they should not bear the risks and losses
caused by inappropriate decisions, under utilization of capacity
or a sluggish market.
• The FIEs/FEs in China are required to maintain reasonable

pro t.
Given this function and risk analysis, and by referring to

international transfer pricing principles, the SAT has concluded
that these FIEs and FEs should, in principle, maintain a
reasonable level of pro tability and not incur any loss.
• Loss-making or low profit FIEs/FEs may face imminent tax

audit risks.
The SAT requires that the local tax officials perform

investigations on the FIEs and FEs that are performing "pure
manufacturing functions" but are incurring losses or making
marginal pro ts. Tax departments could follow Circular 143 to
choose suitable comparable prices or comparable companies,
based on economic analyses, to determine the reasonableness
of pro t levels for the FIEs/FEs concerned.

Based on this new circular, loss making FIEs/FEs with "pure
manufacturing function" will become a major target of future
transfer pricing investigations, and the immediate consequence
could be tax adjustment or expedited triggering of tax holiday.
We recommend FIEs/FEs in China conduct self transfer pricing
assessment based on this new circular and seek professional
transfer pricing advice when continuing losses or marginal
profits are identified. Special commercial reasons other than
those denied by this circular might still be negotiable. Sound
documentation needs to be prepared in this case.

Function/Risk Analysis Checklists Unveiled
The SAT has recently issued Guoshuihan [2007] No.363

(Circular 363) that unveils new Function/Risk checklists to
be adopted by the tax authorities during the transfer pricing
investigation process:

• The Enterprise Functional and Risk Analyses Form: to be
nalized by the enterprise under transfer pricing investigation

requiring that the enterprise elaborates its functions including
manufacturing, sales and marketing, R&D, etc., as well as
associated risks.

• The Enterprise Functional and Risk Analyses Charac-
terization Form: to be lled in by the in-charge tax authorities
based on the completed Enterprise Functional and Risk
Analyses Form. Both forms are submitted to the SAT, along
with the Audit Case Initiation Report.

• The Enterprise Financial Analysis on Intercompany 
Transactions Form: to be finalized by the in-charge tax
authorities, based on the investigation, and submitted to the
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SAT along with Audit Case Initiation and Completion Report.
The above documentation processes emphasis the

importance being placed on functional and risk analyses by
the SAT and its attempt to standardize and improve the quality
and ef ciency of transfer pricing investigations. The issuance
of the above forms has also provided practical foundations
for Circular 236, which stipulates that "pure manufacturing
enterprises" (based on functional/risk evaluation) should earn a
reasonable pro t. Enterprises will need to ensure that they can
have maximum in uence on the way in which these forms are
completed by having clear documentation available at the time
of the investigations.

Uncertain future information requests
Following the recommendations of Circular 236 and

Circular 363 the Beijing as well as the Tianjin tax authorities
recently started issuing notices requesting detailed information
on related-party transactions to hundreds of FIEs/FEs, and it
is uncertain whether and where future information requests
will follow. At the same time, there are a number of other
jurisdictions, issuing such notices on a smaller scale, to a more
targeted group of companies.

Recipients of such notice are requested to furnish
general information on the enterprise, its financial reports for
the fiscal years 2004 to 2006, the organizational chart and
ownership structure as well as the transfer pricing policy and

methodologies adopted. In addition, comprehensive information
on business operations, economic indicators, financial data,
and functions and risks connected to related party transactions
are requested to be led with the authorities. Given that such
information request is a precursor to transfer pricing audits, the
importance of the information released cannot be overstated,
and the process needs to be carefully managed from inception.

Conclusion
These new developments demonstrate that transfer pricing

enforcement is continuing to grow in importance to the China
tax authorities. They can be seen as a precursor to the essential
introduction of obligatory transfer pricing documentation
rules in China. They give guidance as to how these rules
and associated disclosure requirements are likely to operate.
Circular 236 and 363, the new annual tax ling requirements,
and the information requests will lend support to the tax
authorities in the collection of intercompany information and the
extension of transfer pricing investigations. Taxpayers in China
are now facing a more stringent transfer pricing environment,
and the task of enhancing their transfer pricing position has
become even more important. Transfer pricing documentation,
regardless of the absence of a formal documentation rule, is still
the best overall strategy to manage the transfer pricing inquiry
and audit risk.
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Anew employment law (Labor Contract Law) was passed
by the National People's Congress of the People's
Republic of China (PRC) on 29 June 2007 and will
become effective 1 January 2008. The Labor Contract

Law will supplement the existing Labor Law. Publication of
implementing regulations is also anticipated later this year, to
further clarify areas that remain vague or unclear in the law as
drafted. Despite ambiguous language in numerous provisions,
the overall intent of the new law is obvious. The Labor Contract
Law expands employee protection both individually and through
reinforced collective mechanisms.

In addition to stricter requirements and penalties in the
absence of formal written employment contracts, in many
instances the new law will affect the enforceability of existing
employment contracts and company rules. Therefore,
certain aspects of existing employment relationships may be
superseded or become unenforceable, and will likely require
employers to negotiate new contracts and change employment
handbooks and practices.

Employment Relationship
The requirement for individual employment contracts is

not new under PRC employment law. However, the Labor
Contract Law now imposes a penalty on the employer for failure
to execute a written employment contract with the employee
within one month from the date of commencement of his or
her employment. If the employer does not do so, he may be
liable to pay double the employee's wage for the duration of the
time the employee was employed without a written contract.
Furthermore, if an employment contract has not been signed
within one year from the date the employment commenced, an
open-term contract will be implicitly imposed, and the employer
will be required to pay double the employee's wage for each
month the employment continues without a written open-term
employment contract.

The prescribed time period for the imposition of penalties in
the absence of a written contract affects both the execution of
employment contracts for persons formerly employed without a
written contract, newly entered employment relationships and

New Employment Law
These are the highlights of changes to come in January 2008

By Kevin Jones and Matthieu Bonnici
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renewal of existing employment contracts. Part-time workers,
who average less 4 hours a day and 24 hours per work week,
may be hired without a written employment contract on an at-
will basis.

Employment term
The Labor Contract Law will make it more difficult for

employers to terminate the employment contracts of long-
term employees. Currently, there is no limit to the number of
successive xed term contracts an employer is allowed to enter
with an employee. A xed-term contract allows an employer to
avoid certain pitfalls associated with open-term contracts, such
as an inability to let employees go due to a lack of grounds
for termination (with a fixed-term, in such situation the end
of the term will provide an exit) certain long-term benefits
and severance pay that would otherwise be payable upon
termination of an open-ended contract.

Under the Labor Contract Law, any given employee will
only be able to be employed for two xed terms, regardless of
length. Upon completion of two xed-term contracts, an open-
ended contract will be required. Additionally, employers will now
be required to pay severance to employees when the fixed-
term contract expires and is not renewed by the employer.
However, the employer will not be obligated to pay severance to
employees who reject the same or better terms for an extension
of an employment contract. It remains unclear whether the
requirement to enter into an open-term employment contract is
automatic upon completion of two xed terms, or applies only
in the event the employer and employee agree to continue the
employment.

Contractual obligations and restrictions
Under the Labor Contract Law several contractual aspects

of the employment relationship have been scaled back or
regulated in more detail than under previous regulations.
Most notably, the allowable probationary periods have been
shortened. Local regulations will also still apply to determine
the applicable probation period based on the length of
the contract term. A minimum wage is required during the
probationary period, and termination must be for cause,
although the requirements to show cause are not as stringent
during the probationary period.

Employers continue to be allowed to enforce training bonds
for training provided to certain employees. However, the Labor
Contract Law now restricts such arrangements to the provision
of "special funding" for "professional technical training". This
would seem to indicate the type of training will have to meet
some sort of technical standard, and may even require the
employer to specifically set aside funds for provision of such
training in order for a minimum service period or training bond
arrangement to be enforceable.

The Labor Contract Law reduces the maximum enforceable
post employment non-competition term from three years to two
years. It also requires that compensation for post employment
non-compete obligations be paid in monthly installments. While
the Law does not stipulate enforceable minimum compensation
for non-compete obligations, the law clearly indicates that
wages paid during active employment are not sufficient
compensation. Here too, local regulations will continue to apply.

Finally, the Labor Contract law imposes new restrictions on
the imposition of liquidated damages. An employer may seek
liquidated damages from a former employee only for breach
of non-compete obligations and minimum service periods in
training contracts.

Two additional grounds for termination
While the Labor Contract Law has added two additional

grounds for termination of employees, it has also added two
new categories of employees that are afforded termination
protection. Previously, an employer could terminate an
employee with immediate effect and without severance in only
four prescribed circumstances. The new law adds to this list
(i) material con ict of interest due to employment with another
employer and (ii) deception or coercion in the hiring process
that induced the employer to enter into employment contract.

Collective dismissals are allowed in "objective economic
circumstances" which may include the sale of major assets and
relocation of the business of the company. Under the Labor
Contract Law, the employer must consult with the labor union
and submit a redundancy plan if it intends to dismiss 20 or more
employees or more than 10% of its existing workforce. Other
new procedural requirements are also included for carrying out
collective dismissals.

The Labor Contract Law also provides clearer guidance
in relation to severance payments and remedies for unlawful
termination. Statutory severance has been capped at a
maximum 12 months' wages for all employees, including senior
management level employees. This general cap reduces the
severance entitlement of long-term employees. In the event
of unlawful termination, the employee remains entitled to
reinstatement. However, if the employee does not request
reinstatement, or if reinstatement is impossible, then the
employee is entitled to twice the normal severance entitlement
as damages.

Company rules and collective bargaining
For company rules to be enforceable in the PRC they

must be publicized to employees and passed by a "democratic
process". The Labor Contract Law may shed new light on
exactly what that means.

It requires the employer to (i) discuss and seek feedback
on proposed company rules with all employees or an employee
representative body, (ii) conduct negotiations with the union
or employee representative; and (iii) publish the rules. This
effectively empowers company-based branches of the State-run
union, or in its absence the State union, as well as employee
representative committees to bargain with employers over
salaries, bonuses, training and other work-related bene ts and
duties.

High level Chinese of cials have recently been very vocal
in pressing unions to take a more active role, in both private
Chinese and foreign-invested companies. The implications
of this new rhetoric remain to be seen, but it is worth noting
that formulation and implementation of company rules may
face greater scrutiny. Companies will need to reexamine their
existing rules as well as the process for implementing company
rules in the future to ensure enforceability under the Labor
Contract Law.
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Key Chinese Equities
Investment Themes
By Mr. Patrick Ho, Equity Analyst, Wealth Management Research, UBS
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China Pushing for Energy
Efficient Buildings
Key measures for improvements and why it matters

By Jean-Bernard Michel, Professor, Geneva Institute of Technology, University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland.

China is known as the world's biggest construction
market with half of the buildings built every year.
According to the Ministry of Construction, within the
next 30 years, 40 billion m2 buildings need to be newly

built in China. In his paper to the IGEBC 2006 conference,
the Minister of this Ministry, Mr. Wang Guangtao, presented
a paper intitulated "Developing Energy and Land Efficient
Buildings to Build a Resource-saving Society" where he shows
what has been accomplished and what still needs to be done
in the buildings energy ef ciency (BEE) area. A lot of effort has
already been devoted to this, in particular by setting technical
standards at national and local levels, initiating large-scale
demonstration projects, controlling the correct application of
the standards, reforming the urban heating systems, promoting
energy ef ciency technology for new buildings and the retro t
of existing buildings etc. The 11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010)
now includes key actions for buildings energy ef ciency and for
the enforcement of the management mechanism.

Swiss models as a reference
However, he also reports that, due to the large number

of technologies and policies, taken as a whole, the Building
Energy Ef ciency (BEE) program is not yet satisfactory: "there
is no national law on BEE policies and the national compulsory
standards need to be further improved. Economic incentive
policies are not fully developed and the relevant supporting

policies are incomplete. BEE lacks sufficient technology and
product support. Some of designers do not fully implement
the BEE standards. In a few regions, competition mechanism
concerning promotion of BEE technologies and products
has not come into being. Scientific guidance and necessary
supervision are also unavailable. Sound working environment
for BEE is still in lacking and public awareness for BEE should
be improved."

On this last point, the European and Swiss models can
be taken as the reference with the implementation of a uni ed
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) in all 25
member states and in Switzerland. The methodology involves
several simple calculation and measurement methods and has
been developed by a EU project group. Claude-Alain Roulet,
one of the EPDB project leaders, described the process in
detail during the ECEB07 conference. The Energy Certificate
of Buildings is now in place in most member states and allows
not only to save energy for all buildings but also to increase the
value of the well-designed and managed buildings: the energy
label is mandatory during a sale and energy-ef cient buildings
(labels A, B or C) sell at a higher price.

During many years now several countries have also
used certification systems for high performance buildings. In
Switzerland, MINERGIE® is a registered quality label for new
and refurbished buildings. This trademark is supported by the
Swiss Confederation and the Swiss cantons along with trade and
industry. The MINERGIE® standard is widely accepted because
of its simplicity and low additional cost (it should not increase
traditional buildings cost by more than 10%).
A similar system would be very appropriate for China with:
•  a national law/directive for the energy performance and

comfort of buildings including all required standards,
guidelines and communication/training tools.
•   Additional certification standards and programs for labelling

high performance buildings.
•   A very comprehensive program for the basic education of

technicians and engineers and for continuous training of
professionals.

It will be the aim of the Building-Energy Performance (BEP)
Sino-Swiss commission to assist the Ministry of Construction in
developing and implementing such a program.
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Part of a well observed routine in Shanghai is Sunday
Brunch. This affair is so popular that no restaurant
worth it's salt omits Brunch in their regular menu. Below
are a select few we recommend to t any occasion.

Seafood Brunch (418RMB)*
Le Royal Meridien (789 Nanjing East Rd, (21) 3318 9999) a
new addition to the Brunch scene, Le Royal Meridien promises
a "chill out" affair surrounded by a sophisticated style and jazzy
ambience. They serve an extensive seafood selection along
with the usual brunch fare as well as a BBQ to be enjoyed
inside or on the terrace that looks down on the bustling streets
several oors below.

The Greatest show on Sunday (208RMB)*
For an impressive afternoon. Brunch at The Stage in the Westin
Hotel is your best bet (Henan Zhong Lu 88; tel. 021/6335-1888).
If the large east-meets-west favorite variety of delicious cuisines
does not impress you then certainly the 12 piece orchestra,
tango dancers, acrobats, lucky draw prizes, magicians or
perhaps the extensive selection of signature martinis and free
flowing Champagne might just do the trick! Sunday Brunch
at the Westin is ideal for anyone with 4 hours to spare, lots of
visiting friends or colleagues and with no qualms about slight
Monday morning hangovers.

The best little Hidden Brunch (80-100RMB)
Tucked away in a lane and wedged between an inn and a
typical lane house homestead, is A Future Perfect (No. 16,
Lane 351 Huashan Lu near Changshu lu, 6248 8020), a Brunch
place for adults. The ambience is quiet yet sophisticated and
very modern. Frequented only by those in the know, AFP boasts
an impressive menu that's constantly changing with the times
and tastes of Shanghai. AFP is the place where modern design
meets ne dining not to mention the snarky menu which always
makes one smile. The menu consist of Western fusion with lot's
of Asian elements. Do try the Laoban salad!

A cozy Brunch (130RMB)
It's small, it's warm, it's friendly, has the best coffee in town
and that's all you need to know about this gem. Vienna Café
(Shaoxing Road 25, House 2 near Ruijin Er Road, 6445 2131)
is a lovely European café located on a quiet street in the middle
of the French Concession. They serve a traditional European
fare with favorites such as the Kaiserschmarrn, the popular
freshly baked Sacher torte and Gugelhupf with poppy seeds.
Do reserve way ahead of time for tables ll up very quickly for
Sunday Brunch. This is a family friendly café where English is
hardly spoken in favor of numerous other European languages.

Brunch with a view (¥418)*
The Marriott Cafe at the JW Marriott (Nanjing Xi Lu 399; tel.
021/5359-4969, ext.6422). Nothing beats a 360 degree city
view, a feast of sushi, oysters, lobsters, and free-flowing
bubbly with live music. The café at the JW Marriot has all this
in addition to a few more surprises such as the Indian culinary
section with its aromatic curries. Bring your friends, partners or
the family for a perfect solution to a lazy Sunday afternoon. You
will be rewarded with a refreshing, airy atmosphere, delicious
food and just a perfect experience all round.

A family affair (418RMB)*
The Regent Sunday Brunch at the Regent Shanghai (Yan'an
Xi Lu 1116; tel. 021/6115-9737) is a very child friendly brunch
complete with clowns, magicians and even jugglers. There is
even a supervised section set up with a tv, colorful chairs and
an art station. Two regular restaurants and ve open kitchens
serve up a scrumptious feast in an open setting while diners
are serenaded by classical violinists and entertainers mingle
and dart from table to table entertaining children. Some of the
highlights include a pizza making stations, a mojito cart and a
wonderful caviar and condiments section. The atmosphere may
get a bit festive with all the children running around!

* Prices subject to tax. Price also depends on whether you opt
for free ow alchohol or not.

Best Sunday Brunch
By Cathrene Tarukwasha of Timesavers
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Targeting Chinese
Medical Tourists
Interview, Fabian Gull

Swiss Leading Hospitals (SLH) is an 
association of Swiss private clinics 
and is one of the first companies in 
China offering first class medical 
services abroad. SLH opened up their 
office in Shanghai this summer and 
are targeting on the high end Chinese 
patients for medical treatments in 
Switzerland. The Bridge talked to Julia 
Song, Chief Representative of SLH in 
China, about plans and challenges.

Can you give 
m e  s o m e 
background 
information 
on the Chi-
nese Health 
C a r e  s y s -
tem?
The demand
on the health
care market
i n C h i n a i s

currently exceeding the supply. China
has excellent doctors and most of them
are working at state owned hospitals.
Thus, Chinese patients often have
difficulties when seeking for treatments.
And the comfort level at these hospitals
is also much lower than that in Swiss
clinics. Since health care in China is
getting more and more expensive, it
has become an issue that an average
Chinese worries the most about

Aren't treatments in Switzerland way 
too expensive? 
Not necessarily. The costs for medical
treatments in Switzerland and operations
are almost the same as that in Hongkong
and even in Shanghai . I t is more
expensive in the case of going to US
or Singapore. Of course the travel cost
needs to be considered, but in the end

that's only a small share of the total
costs. More and more Chinese can
afford that. In China, Switzerland is not
yet known for its world class medical
industry if compared to Germany or
the US. We are trying to change this in
promoting the Swiss healthcare industry
as well as bringing in our knowledge in
hospital management. Founded in 1999,
SLH currently consists of 18 top-quality
private clinics in Switzerland. In choosing
our members, we focus on boutique
hospitals with a capacity not bigger than
around 200 beds.SLH also stands for
individual care and a family atmosphere.

Wouldn't  i t  be easier building a 

patient around the globe? 
Theoretically yes, but the regulations
do not allow this at current stage. The
health care market is not open to foreign
suppliers yet, as well as the individual
medical insurance market. But we want
to be prepared in China when the time is

ready for opening our own hospitals. Our
long-term goal is to bring our hospital
management to China.
How many Chinese patients have you 
acquired so far? 
None so far. We started only at the
end of August in 2007 and we are now
focusing on building our brand image in
China.

How do you get in touch with patients 
and potential customers?
Unfortunately I cannot share too many
details on this issue. We are trying and
evaluating what ways are the most
effective ones.

Are Swiss cl inics ready to host 
Chinese patients?
We are basically prepared to receive
Chinese patients, such as Chinese
food, Chinese translators, etc. We also
understand that at the beginning there
will be some difficulties. But generally
speaking, we are ready.
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Swiss Watches in China ---
Successes and Challenges
Asia is the leading market for Swiss watches
and a dif cult eld for ghting counterfeits

By Jean-Daniel Pasche, President of the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry

Swiss watchmak ing has
enjoyed strong links with
Asia for a very long time.
Since their earliest travels,

Swiss watchmakers have been
coming to Asia to distribute their
products and some brands have
been present here for many years.
Today it is a fact that Asia is the
leading market for Swiss watches.
In va lue terms, As ia absorbs
43% of Swiss watch expor ts ,

ahead of Europe (34%) and America (21%). Asian clients are
connoisseurs and also demanding consumers. It is an ongoing
challenge for Swiss brands to satisfy them and to meet their
expectations.

Over time, trade in watches has expanded in both
directions between Switzerland and Asia. Swiss watch exports
to Asia have developed positively in the last ten years, rising
from 3.6 billion Swiss francs in 1997 to 5.8 billion Swiss francs
in 2006, an increase of 61%. For their part, Asian watch exports
to Switzerland have also grown steadily over recent years. From
550 million Swiss francs in 1997, their value has risen to 1.1
billion Swiss francs in 2006, an increase of 100%. Switzerland
imports all types of watchmaking products, including finished
watches and components such as cases, dials and bracelets.

Asia is by far Switzerland's leading watch supplier. In fact,
50% of Swiss watch imports come from Asia, more than from
Europe.

Leading market
For a long time, Hong Kong has been Switzerland's second

watch market, behind the USA and ahead of Japan and the
main European markets. From 1.4 billion Swiss francs in 1997,
Swiss watch exports to Hong Kong rose to 1.9 billion Swiss
francs in 2006, an increase of 36%. Of course, FH is pleased
to point out the growth of Swiss watch exports to continental
China, which have also progressed favourably. From 48 million
Swiss francs in 1997, Swiss watch exports to continental China
rose to 404 million Swiss francs in 2006, an increase of 740%.
Hong Kong and China together are now the Swiss watch
industry's leading market.

In return for its presence in the region, Switzerland imports
watchmaking products from Hong Kong. Such imports are
diminishing, to be sure, since as production has also relocated
to continental China. It is interesting to note moreover that the
reduction in Swiss watch imports from Hong Kong has been
replaced by an increase in Swiss watch imports from China,
which leads me to observe that while watch imports from Hong
Kong have followed a downward trend since 2000, Swiss watch
imports from China have increased since that time. From 69
million Swiss francs in 1997, Swiss watch imports from China
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Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry

The Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry (FH) is the top level
association of the Swiss watch industry. It was founded in its present
form in 1982 following the merger of pre-existing associations, the
oldest of which dates back to 1876. The FH has its headquarters
at Bienne, in the heart of the Swiss watchmaking region, between
Geneva and Basel. It has permanent of ces in Hong Kong, Tokyo
and Asuncion in Paraguay and employs 40 persons. FH has over
500 members, made up of watch brands, sectoral and regional
associations and component manufacturers. It pursues activities in
the legal, commercial, economic and technical elds to defend Swiss
watchmaking interests by promoting free trade, facilitating access
to world markets, improving background conditions, supporting
companies in their export endeavours, engaging in public relations
for the bene t of the branch, taking responsibility for standardisation
in the watchmaking eld and ghting counterfeit products.
www.fhs.ch

an awareness on the part of the authorities in China to ensure
that they equip themselves with instruments to fight this
scourge effectively. Then we make investigations and technical
analyses to distinguish between real and false products and
help the authorities in their actions. As a general rule, detailed
comparisons of products and components must be made.
Then, it is important to take action in the field to impound
copies and destroy them. In 2006 we have launched 350
raids in China through our Hong Kong office and their local
partners generating the seizure and the destruction of many
fake watches. These 350 cases have involved manufacturers,
exporters, retailers, warehouses, Internet websites and
wholesalers. Unfortunately only 15 out of these 350 cases have
been prosecuted under criminal law, which is obviously not
enough to ght ef ciently against counterfeiting.

Moreover, since many years now, open wholesales markets
continue to run freely their business, especially in Guangzhou.
These open markets not only wholesale counterfeited watches,
but also fake spare parts, fake warranty cards and fake boxes.
No measures against these wholesales hubs have been taken
so far. Consequently counterfeiting should definitely and
systematically be prosecuted under criminal law. Nevertheless
we are con dent in the future of our industry in China. We are
convinced that Swiss watchmaking will continue on the path of
success in China.

rose to 389 million Swiss francs in 2006, en increase of 464%.

Common interests
However Swiss and Chinese watch industries do have

common interests, particularly faced with the proliferation of
new laws and regulations around the world that are affecting
the watch industry. It is affected by new laws on batteries, on
dangerous substances such as mercury, lead and cadmium,
and also on electronic waste. There are rules for the collection
of used watches, the recycling of products and their disposal.
I might add, too, the processing of leather and the use
of chemicals. I refer lastly to the problem of public health
arising from allergenic materials, the origin for example of
regulations on nickel. These are all new constraints for watch
manufacturers the world over.

There is also a common interests with regard to stan-
dardisation in the watchmaking field. Some Asian watch
industries like China are already collaborating very closely and
very effectively in the drafting of ISO watchmaking standards in
the work of the committee ISO TC114. I believe that we could
expand further the geographical field of this collaboration for
the bene t of the global watchmaking industry. Discussions are
currently also taking place to revise the ISO standard on water-
resistance. For that purpose our federation maintains close
contacts with the other watch associations in the world, namely
the Horologe Association of Public Republic of China, the Hong
Kong Watch Manufacturers Association Ltd and The Federation
of the Hong Kong Watch Trade & Industries. We meet at least
once a year in Basel at the occasion of the watch and jewellery
show Baselworld.

Counterfeiting: 350 raids - only 15 prosecutions
On one side, China is a promising market which is already

improving for our industry. On the other side we have to face a
big issue in China, namely counterfeiting. While counterfeiting
has always existed, it is a prominent feature of modern times.
The value of products depends far more than used to be
the case on intellectual contributions (brand image, design,
technical invention) which are easier to steal and very attractive
to criminals. This modern form of crime is one which affects
watches to a particularly serious extent. In fact a great share of
the fake Swiss watches has been manufactured in China.

We are engaging in various operations with the support
of the Swiss brands and authorities. Firstly, we try to create
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Bringing Chocolate
Culture to Asia
How the charm of a tropical bean drives gourmet food consumption

By Mr. Thomas Meier of Lindt & Sprungli (Asia Paci c) Ltd

Asian chocolate consumption is still fairly low compared
to the global average with Japan and China being the
two most important markets in the region. Asians are
true food connoisseurs and therefore it is not surprising

that premium chocolate consumption has soared in recent
years. Especially premium quality dark chocolates, renowned
for their pure taste and refined quality, have become very
popular throughout the region. In general, China is expected
to become the world's largest luxury goods market in 10 years
time which will further drive gourmet food consumption.
In Asia today, premium chocolate is no longer simply eaten, but
properly tasted, even celebrated. Real chocolate connoisseurs
know that enjoying a high-quality chocolate involves all the
senses, as each of them can expect extraordinary experiences.
The sweet temptations that we now enjoy all over the world
in such a re ned form bear traces of ancient legends, tropical
sunshine, gentle rain and exotic scents.

The magical world of cocoa
Originating from the legendary age of the Central American

ancient cultures, cocoa went on to conquer the world. With its
high cocoa content, today dark chocolate in particular is causing
food-lovers everywhere to fall for the charms of the tropical
bean. Even in the modern world, this "food of the gods" has lost
none of its magic: its array of avors and the sensory nesse
of the products made from it, open up new culinary worlds of
exotic abundance, whilst giving us a taste of its mythical origins.

The ancient Central American civilizations believed that
the precious seeds were a gift from the god Quetzalcoatl,
the feathered serpent, and treated the brown gold with
corresponding reverence. Research suggests that the Olmecs
were cultivating cocoa in the Mexican Gulf Coast as early as
1500 BC. The Mayas not only carried on growing cocoa, but
also used to beans to brew a bitter drink spiced with pepper,
chili and other ingredients that was consumed by the ruling
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"At no other time has nature concentrated such a wealth of valuable
nourishment into such a small place as in the cocoa bean."

Alexander von Humboldt (1769 – 1859)

classes and priests at sacred rituals. The Aztecs also used the
sacred drink, which they called "Xoco-atl"(Xoco = bitter, atl =
water), as an essential part of their rites.

The European elite succumbs to the sacred fruit
In 1502, Christopher Columbus became the rst European

to encounter cocoa on his fourth voyage. However, he did
not find the bitter drink to his taste. It was not until several
years later, in 1528, that the Spanish conquistador Hernán
Cortéz brought the brown gold and probably also the recipe
for the exotic drink to Europe. At the Spanish court, sugar or
honey were added to the drink which was called "chocolate".
It soon went on to become an exclusive delicacy that was
the preserve of the highest levels of nobility. In Switzerland,
drinking chocolate was popularized in 1697 by the Mayor of
Zurich, Heinrich Escher (1626 – 1710), who had discovered
the exquisite drink in Brussels. Even so, Zurich society did not
enjoy this exotic luxury for very long. In 1722, the strict city
fathers began to fear that "gluttony" could cause a decline in
moral standards and banned the serving of chocolate at guild
feasts and public banquets.

Fortunately, this type of dismissive attitude remained the
exception. Over the centuries, there is no lack of historical
evidence that chocolate – both in liquid and solid form – has
constantly red the imagination of famous authors, composers,
painters and other gures. In the rst performance of his opera
"così fan tutte" at the Burgtheater in Vienna in 1790, Mozart
had the maid Despina come on stage with a cup of chocolate,
and Goethe is said to have always taken his personal supply of
chocolate with him on his numerous travels, together with the

special crockery for preparation.

Chocolate becomes an economic factor
In the 18th and especially in the 19th century, the cocoa

bean inspired inventors throughout Europe to employ their
ambitious visions, genius and skill to manufacture solid
chocolate from the popular drink, using different methods
and recipes and eventually makes it accessible to all the
people. Switzerland in particular produced lots of renowned
pioneers, whose inventions helped to write a piece of
chocolate history, successfully spreading the positive image
of Switzerland throughout the world. Those who come to mind
include François Louis Cailler and Daniel Peter, his son-in-
law, who developed milk chocolate in 1875. However the most
groundbreaking of all inventions was the conching method,
which Rodolphe Lindt invented in 1879. Thanks to him, what
was then still a crumbly, sandy and somewhat biter mass was
transformed into something that melted in the mouth. This
turned the pleasure to perfection. The reputation of Swiss
chocolates was so excellent that it soon enjoyed a real boom
period in the early 20th century, mostly due to Switzerland's
fast growing export industry. In 2006, the Swiss chocolate
industry, employing around 4'300 people, generated sales of
over CHF 1.5 billion, with Switzerland itself accounting for CHF
800 million and international sales making up the rest. Today,
only a tiny percentage, namely 1%, of the global cocoa harvest
is processed in Switzerland. Despite this low quantity, the
high standing and excellent reputation of Swiss chocolate is a
byword for quality throughout the world. No wonder the Swiss
have always held the record for chocolate consumption.
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Luxury Goods in China:
Tempting the Ever More
A story of sophisticated Asian luxury consumers with European brands
- How a dedicated business unit of a nearly 150-year-old Swiss company
markets luxury brands across Asia

By Marcel Braun, Executive Vice President, DKSH Luxury & Lifestyle, Hong Kong

The luxury market in Asia has been experiencing
tremendous growth for a number of years now while the
existing luxury consumers become ever more wealthy
and increase their spending level, and more consumers

reach a level of wealth where they can afford to buy luxury
goods. This becomes evident by a number of statistics, e.g.
the Swiss watch exports reach record high year by year, the
development of the large publicly listed luxury conglomerates
like LVMH, PPR (Gucci) and Richemont with annual growth

of 15-30 % in the past couple of years, the growth sometimes
double in their Asian operations.

Long before the current luxury boom set in, DKSH has
been selling luxury products in Asia, and many big brands now
belonging to the Luxury conglomerates, e.g., Omega or Estee
Lauder, have been built by DKSH in a number of major markets.
Today, DKSH Luxury & Lifestyle is one dedicated Business Unit
in this nearly 150-year-old Swiss Market Expansion Services
company. There are five business lines with DKSH's luxury
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business here in Asia:
Watches & Jewellery, this business unit distributes top-

end watches like Manufacture Roger Dubuis, Harry Winston
Timepieces and Ulysse Nardin in various parts of Asia, both
through wholly owned mono-brand boutiques and specialized
watch dealers.

The Writing Instruments, unit carries a number luxury
brands in different countries, e.g., Graf von Faber-Castell,
Visconti or Marlen.

Accessories & Apparel, owns and operates boutiques
for Montblanc, Dunhill and Porsche Design, e.g. their 250 sqm
agship store in Ginza, Tokyo.

Hair & Skin Cosmetics division, specializes in marketing
international brands like LaPrairie and Schwarzkopf. They are
also running a Spa business in China.

Finally, in Household Luxury, they promote premium
household brands like Zwilling, William Levene or Zyliss.

How do they develop luxury business? Depending on what
kind of challenges their partners are facing in Asia, DKSH's
support comes in three main areas:

1. Put new brands on the map and get them established in
Asia. A good example is Roger Dubuis. Back in 1999, when
Manufacture Roger Dubuis was still a very new brand in the
watch industry, DKSH saw its potential and helped building the
brand in Asia. Starting with wholesale, DKSH has built and now
also operates six exclusive boutiques for Roger Dubuis in major
markets in Asia like Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore.

2. Developing new markets for established brands. As
DKSH has strong operations across Asia, they can build and
run retail operations for established brands like Dunhill in up-
and-coming luxury markets such as Vietnam.

3. Strengthening existing businesses. Since taking over
the distribution of LaPrairie in Hong Kong in 2006, DKSH has
been instrumental in doubling their already strong growth
through innovative customer relationship management
initiatives, professional staff training and comprehensive retail
management.

Today, DKSH Luxury & Lifestyle, understanding the crucial
success factor for any Swiss luxury goods in China and the
region, offers a full range of marketing and distribution services
to make European luxury brands successful in Asia (including
China). Utilizing current wholesale operations, they promote the
brands through more than 50 shops-in-shop and are present in
more than 1000 wholesale points-of-sale across Asia.

For luxury brands to be able to fully control and provide
the total brand experience in the 'moment of truth', i.e. when
the consumer meets with the product in the shop, the company
runs retail operations with wholly owned boutiques. DKSH
Luxury & Lifestyle now runs almost 30 retail boutiques for many
different brands.

Moreover, in focusing the PR coverage, DKSH has in all
countries many teams of marketing professionals who have
established close relationship with the local media and opinion
leaders. In addition to developing and running effective media
campaigns, they also organize product launches and PR events.

According to market experience, brands turn to companies
like DKSH Luxury & Lifestyle for a number of reasons, but
primarily it is for the dedicated and specialized marketing
experience, the company's complete footprint in Asia and the
stability of a big and long-time established partner in Asia.

DKSH

DKSH is doing business in Asia for more than 140 years.
DKSH is the No. 1 Market Expansion Services Group with
focus on Asia. DKSH enables and supports companies
in expanding their businesses in existing markets and
launching into new ones. We operate 365 business locations
in 35 countries and four highly specialized Business Units:
Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Specialty Raw Materials and
Technology. DKSH employs over 22,000 specialized staff
and generates annual gross revenues of more than CHF
8,100 million (around RMB 48.6 million). www.dksh.com
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Marcel Braun, Executive Vice President, DKSH Luxury & Lifestyle,

LVMH PPR (Gucci) Richemont
15 30%

150
Omega Estee

Lauder

Manufacture Roger Dubuis Harry Winston
Timepieces Ulysse Nardin

Graf von Faber-Castell Visconti
Marlen Montblanc
Dunhill Porsche Design Porsche Design

Ginza 250

LaPrairie Schwarzkopf

Zwilling William
Levene Zyliss

1. -
Roger Dubuis - 1999 Roger Dubuis

Roger
Dubuis

2.

Dunhill
3. 2006

LaPrairie
LaPrairie

50 100

?0

365
22,000

8,100
www.dksh.com
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1 July 1, 2007 - SwissCham Beijing Exe-
cutive Changes

We are pleased to announce that Ms.
Michaela Scarpatetti will act as Executive
Director of SwissCham Beijing as of 1
July 2007. Mr. Andrea Jacomelli, who
has been acting as Executive Director ad
interim as of 1 April 2007 until then, will
shift to the position of Deputy Executive
Director and Director of Public Relations.
Michaela is a Swiss national from Zu-
rich. In the recent years, she has been
successfully involved in building up
and managing an SME in Switzerland.
She obtained a degree in business
communication. The Board of Directors
bel ieves that her management ex-
perience is relevant to the running of the
Chamber. Michaela has a keen interest
in China. A native (Swiss-)German
speaker, Michaela speaks Mandarin at
an intermediate level.
Andrea was hired as Deputy Executive
Director as the Board of Directors felt
the need to strengthen the Chamber's
management, namely to back up the
demanding position of Executive Director.
He accepted to take over the position
of Executive Director ad interim until
the arrival of Michaela and did so to the
satisfaction of the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors trusts that with
their support, the Chamber will keep
enhancing the services it offers to its
members and friends.
In addition, SwissCham Beijing's Events
Officer Peter Scholze has successfully
completed his 6-month internship at the
Chamber. His outstanding organizing
skills in event management and his

excel lent interpersonal ski l ls have
been recognized by his colleagues
and SwissCham Beijing's members;
he will stay at the Chamber until the
Swiss Ball 2007 on November 17. Our
Membership Officer Lorenz Mueller has
also left the Chamber after 2 months of
internship. His work on the membership
database has been of a great help for the
Chamber. The Board of Directors wishes
them all the best for their beginning
careers.
SwissCham Beijing's Executive Team
finally warmly welcomes CHEN Jun
who has just started an internship as
Membership Of cer.

1 2007 7 1 - -

M i c h a e l a
Scarpatetti 2007 7 1

Andrea Jacomelli
2007 4 1 7 1

Michaela

Michaela

Andrea

Michaela

-
(Peter Scholze) 6

-
11 17

(Lorenz
Mueller)

-

Event Reviews

1 April 25, 2007 - Site Visit to Changping
District, Beijing

SwissCham Beijing attended the site-
research program at Changping District
of Beijing. Mr. Andrea Jacomelli, Exe-
cutive Director a.I. delivered a speech
focusing on SwissCham China's history
and activit ies. Organized by Invest
Beijing, this visit was a success and was
indeed also attended by the European
Chamber of Commerce, several embassy
representatives and by investment bu-
reaus from Europe and North America.

1 2007 4 25 -

-

2 May 17, 2007 - Seminar on Working Ca-
pital

Co-hosted by SwissCham, Benelux Cham-
ber of Commerce, and French Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, this seminar
at the prestigious Raffles Beijing Hotel
aimed at providing effective tools to
handle receivable management on both
management and legal sides. Speakers
Mr. Marc d'Antras from SJ Grand, Dr.
Jun Cheng and Jack Kai Lei, both from
Kunlun Law Firm, presented useful

Specials

Michaela Scarpatetti

Executive Director

Chen Jun

Membership Of cer
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strategies to reduce the working capital,
and answered questions concerning the
difficulties, which companies may face
at present. More than 50 members and
friends joined us for this interesting up-
to-date topic. After the seminar, guests
enjoyed the delicious buffet, prepared
by Raffles' in-house Swiss Chef, and
attended our exquisite wine "dégustation"
with a variety of 4 French wines, selected
by sommel ier Nico las Carre f rom
DCT Wines. A memorable evening –
informative and tasteful at the same time.

2 2007 5 17 -

(Marc
d'Antras)

,

50

,
DCT Wines

Nicolas Carre

3 May 23, 2007 - Inter-Chamber Net-
working

The May-Networking at Centro Bar, co-
organized with the German Chamber
of Commerce in China, the China-Italy
Chamber of Commerce, and the Austrian
Embassy Commercial Section, has been
the most popular event in our series of
Inter-Chamber Networkings this year. An
unprecedented 190 guests joined us for
cocktails and canapés, chatting with old
friends and seeking new contacts.

3 2007 5 23 -

Centro

190

4 May 24-29, 2007 - CHITEC Exhibition

At the end of May, SwissCham took the
opportunity to participate in the 10th
CHITEC Expo 2007 (China Beij ing
International High-tech Expo) organized
by the China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade (CCPIT) at the China
International Exhibition Center. CHITEC
is a landmark platform for domestic and
international high-tech enterprises and
related industries to exhibit the most
up-to-date scientific and technological
results, to disseminate frontier ideas

and concepts, to announce information
of industrial policies, and to conduct
regional and international cooperation.
Visitors at the SwissCham booth in
the main hall of the exhibition got the
chance to learn about SwissCham's
activities and services in China and to
receive information on innovation and
development in Switzerland.

4 2007 5 24 29 -

5 , 2007
10 CHITEC

(CCPIT)
CHITEC

,
,

5 June 20, 2007 - Inter-Chamber Net-
working

SwissCham, SingCham, MayCham and
AustCham co-hosted the June Inter-
Chamber Networking at Centro Bar.
This event brought 130 new and existing
members together to exchange contacts
with members and friends of the other
chambers, and to meet chamber staff
and directors of the board.
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5 2007 6 20 -

Centro

130

6 June 25, 2007 - Seminar on Risk Mana-
gement

Supported by Zurich Insurance, this semi-
nar at the Capital Club focussed on the
current landscape of risk management,
risk engineering's responsibility, and risk
management regulation in China today.
The 3 panellists, Mr. Hanspeter Frei
(Global Chief Risk Engineering Of cer of
Zurich Financial Services), Mr. Felix M.
Sutter (Systems and Process Assurance
Partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers),
and Mr. Delphin Huang (Country Risk
Manager of IKEA) provided insightful
information on what a company can
achieve from effective enterprise risk
management and how it can really
manage i ts r isks in t imes of h igh
speed expansion and change. They
introduced current practices and stra-
tegies, addressed new guidelines and
regulations, and explained why so many
companies still fail to implement an
effective risk management system.

6 2007 6 25 -

,

,

Hanspeter Frei
Global Chief

Risk Engineering Officer , Felix M.
Sutter (

), (
)

7 June 29, 2007 - Presentation of the
"House of Switzerland 2008"

This event at the Swissôtel Beijing
p r o v i d e d u p - t o - d a t e i n f o r m a t i o n
on Switzerland's image campaign,
presenting the 2007-11 program of
Presence Switzerland, the government
agency who deals with the image of
Switzerland abroad. It includes the
House of Switzerland during the 2008
Beijing Olympics and the Swiss Pavilion
at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai,
aiming at introducing more contemporary
dimensions of Switzerland to China. After
Mr. Olivier Roos, Presence Switzerland
Executive Manager China, had given
a broad overview of the campaign, Mr.
Peter Troesch, China Representative of
the Steering Committee of the "House
of Switzerland 2008 – Beijing", talked in
more details about the house itself. The
event was kindly supported by Lucerne
Tourism, the main partner of the House
of Switzerland 2008.

Mr. Olivier Roos, Presence Switzerland

7 2007 6 29 - 2008

2007 2011
2008

2010

Olivier Roos
2008

Peter Troesch

Mr. Peter Troesch, House of Switzerland 2008
– Beijing

8 July 18, 2007 - Networking 33

After a series of successful joint chamber
networking events, July saw the return
of the famous all-Swiss "Networking 33"
on the 3rd day of the 3rd week of the
month, which brought together more than
50 members of Beijing's Swiss business
community.

8 2007 7 18 - 33
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33
50

9 August 1, 2007 - Swiss National Day
Celebration

The 1st of August celebration brought
together people from the Swiss Society
Beijing, the Swiss Embassy, SwissCham
and many more. Swiss Gastro Bakery
opened their newly nished frozen bakery
production for the Swiss community and
friends of Switzerland to celebrate this
special day in Huairou. In spite of heavy
rain outside the grilling continued in the
oven room where the dinner buffets and
bar was set up. Fresh and live grill and
freshly baked bread rolls were served.
A 3 meter high bonfire and a traditional
f i rework were the highl ight of the
evening.

Beat Mueller (left) & his team, Marcel Green-
berg (middle)

9 2007 8 1 -

8 1

Yves Wehli (left) from the Swiss Society
Beijing & Beat Mueller (right) from Swiss
Gastro Bakery

10 August 25, 2007 - Presentation on the
economic relations between China

and Switzerland and the role of SwissCham
for HCIA at Tsinghua University
On the occasion of the annual national
convention of HCIA held at the Unicentre
of Tsinghua University in Beijing, Deputy
Executive Director of SwissCham Beijing,
Andrea Jacomelli gave a presentation
of the latest trends of economic affairs
between China and Switzerland and
exposed the role of the Chamber of
Commerce in these relations.

10 2007 8 25 -
HCIA

HCIA

(Andrea Jacomelli)

Review: Peter Scholze, Events Of cer
Translation: Batiste Pilet, Project Manager

New Members

Corporate Members

Mr. Teddy PONCELET
Company: BMU Consulting
Address: Room 1020, Jinyu Mansion,
129 Xuawumen West Avenue, Xicheng
District, Beijing

129
1020

Postcode/ : 100031
Tel/ : +86 10 6641 1471
Fax/ : +86 10 6641 1550
Website/ : www.bmuconsulting.com

Mr. Tevin LI
Company: China International Inte-
llectech Corp. Foreign Enterprises 
Service Branch
Address: 25-27/F, West Wing, Hanwei
Plaza, 7 Guanghua Road, Beijing

7
25/27

Postcode/ : 100004
Tel/ : +86 10 6561 3920
Fax/ : +86 10 6561 1366
Website/ : www.ciicbj.com

Mr. Yves WENCKER
Company: Commune by the Great Wall 
Kempinski
Address: 18/F Soho New Town, Tower
B, 88 Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

88 SOHO
B 18

Postcode/ : 100022
Tel/ : +86 10 8118 1888
Fax/ : +86 10 8118 1869
Website/ :
www.communebythegreatwall.com
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Mr. Andreas BIFFIGER
Company: Infront Sports & Media 
(China) Co., Ltd
Address: Room 2905, Eagle Run Plaza,
No. 26 Xiaoyun Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing

26
B 2905
Postcode/ : 100016
Tel/ : +86 10 8458 4698
Fax/ : +86 10 8458 4523
Website/ : www.infrontsports.com

Ms. Meg MAGGIO
Company: Pékin Fine Arts
Address: 241 Cao Changdi Village, Cui
Ge Zhuang, Chaoyang District, Beijing

241
Postcode/ : 100015
Tel/ : +86 10 5127 3220
Fax/ : +86 10 5127 3223
Website/ : www.pekin nearts.com

Tel/ : +86 10 5127 3220
Fax/ : +86 10 5127 3223
Website/ : www.pekin nearts.com

Mr. Michael YU
Company: RUAG Aerospace
Address: P.O. Box 301, Emmen,
Switzerland

301
Postcode/ : CH-6032
Tel/ : +41 41 268 41 11
Fax/ : +41 41 268 39 38
Website/ : www.ruag.com

Mr. Zewen JIANG
Company: Beijing Zhenbang Law Firm
Address: Suite 2603, CITIC Building A
19 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang
District, Beijing

19
A 2603

Postcode/ : 100004
Tel/ : +86 10 6586 5705
Fax/ : +86 10 6586 1403
Website/ : www.zb148law.com

Useful Contacts

China Central Government
China Council for the Promotion of 
International Trade (CCPIT)

Tel: +86 10 8807 5000
www.ccpit.org

General Administration of Customs 
(China Customs)

Tel: +86 10 6519 4114
www.customs.gov.cn

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)

Tel: +86 10 6596 1114
www.fmprc.gov.cn

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM)

Tel: +86 10 6519 8114
www.mofcom.gov.cn

Swiss Government
Embassy of Switzerland

Notice!
The Embassy of Switzerland in China
has a new telephone number:

Embassy/Consulate: +86 10 8532 8888
Visa section: +86 10 8532 8755

Sanlitun, Dongwujie 3,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100600

3
100600

Opening hours of the Embassy/
Consulate

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 12 am
9 12

Tel/ : +86 10 8532 8888
Fax/ : +86 10 6532 4353
Email/ : vertretung@bei.rep.admin.ch
Website/ : www.eda.admin.ch/beijing

Opening hours of the visa section

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 11 am
9 11

Tel/ : +86 10 8532 8755
Fax/ : +86 10 6532 6210

Swiss Society Beijing

Email/ : info@ssbj.org
Website/ : www.ssbj.org

If you have any comment about this section,
please contact Batiste Pilet (batiste.pilet@bei.
swisscham.org)

batiste.pilet@bei.swisscham.org
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Specials

The SwissCham team is changing with
the arrival of talented and skillful ladies:
Mrs. Laura Chassot, Mrs. Pauline Zhou
and Mrs. Liv Minder.

SwissCham Shanghai has warmly
welcomed Ms. Liv Minder as its new
Executive Director. After almost five
years as the Head of Foreign Relations
of the canton of Schaffhausen, she's
now focusing on this new challenge.
Before she studied political science at
the University of Zurich and worked at
the Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)
in Zurich at the Institute for Security
Studies and Con ict research. She joined
SwissCham in October.
After nearly 10 years in Switzerland,
our new Office Manager, Mrs. Zhou
she has now come back to Shanghai.
Perfectly fluent in French and English,
with very strong accounting skills, Mrs.
Zhou's experience will bring a great deal
to SwissCham Shanghai and we are
glad to welcome in our team. She joined
SwissCham in September.
Mrs. Chassot, as Marketing Manager,
will devote herself to several important
projects including the monthly signature
events, an improved website, a mem-
bership card and the attraction of new
members. Laura graduated from the
University of Lausanne and has a Master
of Art in Political Science. She joined

Liv Minder
Executive Director

SwissCham in July.

Chamber Events

1 June 28th, 2007-"Accelerate Growth in
China's Mid-tier Marketing"

The top end market, which most Swiss
companies traditionally are focused on,
is characterized by small market shares
and high margins. And often with limited
growth perspectives. More and more
companies are thus considering to enter
the mid-tier market in order to further
expand, to gain market shares and
to increase the number of units being
sold. Stephan Titze (Syngenta), Remo
Luetolf (ABB) and Sigi Foehn (Rieter), all
three are board members of Swisscham
Shanghai, discussed challenges, risks
and chances of the medium market
in their respective industries and had
a fruitful exchange of words with the
participants. While Syngenta and ABB
are doing business in the medium
market, Rieter sticks to their "high-end
– high margin" strategy. The event took
place at Sasha's.

(Left to Right) Mr. Remo Luetolf, Mr. Stephan
Titze, Mr. Sigi Foehn.

2 July 18th, 2007 - Global Challenges to
the Insurance Industry

On the 18 th o f Ju l y members o f
SwissCham, AustCham, BritCham and
Canada Chinese Business Council
(CCBC) met at the Shangri-La Pudong
to enjoy lunch and hear VIP-Speaker
Ian Faragher, Chairman and Managing
Director China of Lloyd's of London,
talk about challenges and opportunities
in the insurance industry. The speaker
stated that the insurance industry is
at the moment not only changing, but
undergoing a revolution, subsequently
describing the four major challenges
to the insurance industry in the near
future, which are 1. Capital Challenge, 2.
Buying Challenge (changing insurance

habits of Chinese), 3. Risk Challenge &
4. Financial Challenge. Mr. Faraghers
concise and excellent speech was
followed by a short Q- & A- session.

Mr. Ian Faragher

3 August 23th, 2007-Get-together party
held at Oscar's Pub

Those who were left behind in hot and
steamy Shanghai during the summer
break were definitely not forgotten by
SwissCham Shanghai. In collaboration
with the Swiss Club Shanghai, a casual
get-together was held in the evening of
Thursday, August 23rd in a well-known
English pub of the city, Oscar's Pub.
There, the guests were able to enjoy the
pub atmosphere while drinking some
fresh beer and have some delicious
snacks.
The party lasted until late in the night,
and little is there to say that this summer
get-together will surely become a yearly
tradition for the Swiss "left-overs"!

(Left to Right) Beatrice Aepli, Patrick Scheibli
(Fracht/President of Swiss Club) and Susanne
Scheidegger.

4 September 13th, 2007-SwissCham CFO
Roundtable Credit Management

The 5th CFO Roundtable took place
on Thursday, September 13, 2007, at
Frankies. A group of eleven gathered
to discuss the topic surrounding Credit
Management and how to best get
your customers to pay. The different
companies represented all had different
business models place, with DSO's from
negative (all prepaid) to up to 180 days. It
is obvious that payment terms are driven

Laura Chassot
Marketing Manager

Pauline Zhou
Of ce Manager
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by the respective market conditions and
industry segments. To summarize, credit
collection has top priority when managing
the working capital. Each company and
industry has its own merits in regards
of dunning processes, DSO's and
who's responsible for the outstanding.
There isn't a unified approach to credit
management but cons ider ing the
potential risk all companies are focusing
on credit collection and risk exposure
measurements.

Mr. Dindo Sy Chu (Roche) and Mr. Rune
Foldnes (DKSH).

(Left to Right) Mr. Max Braendli (Braendli
Consulting), Mr. Rune Foldnes and Mr. Urs
Zimmermann (Panalpina).

5 S e p t e m b e r 2 0 t h - M e r g e r s a n d
Acquisitions: From Law to Practice

On Thursday 20 September 2007,
SwissCham Shanghai inv i ted Mr.
Thomas Luedi (Principal at McKinsey)
and Mr. Matthieu Bonnici (Associate at
DLA Piper and Secretary of SwissCham
Shanghai) to give a speech on recent
evolutions on Mergers and Acquisitions
in China. Hosted in the beautiful new
Hyatt on the Bund Hotel, the conference
brought together a dozen of persons
interested to learn more about M&As.
With the Chinese investment climate
maturing and the number of potential
targets increasing, both foreign and
domestic investors' needs and strategic
plans are changing and become more
opened to external growth through
Merge rs and Acqu i s i t i ons . F rom
practical insights on how to carry-out
an acquisition in China to indications

on common pitfalls to be avoided, the
speakers covered all aspects an investor
shall take into consideration prior to
coming its decision to go ahead on a
proposed M&A transaction.

(Left to Right) Mr. Rune Foldnes(DKSH),
Mr. Carter Yang (Talentspotter) and Mr. Paul
Bussinger (Oerlikon).

6 September 25th, 2007-Suzhou Inter
Chamber Mixer Meeting

Following the success of Joint Chamber
events in Shanghai, SwissCham in
association with 14 other Chambers and
Business Associations organized a first
Mixer in Suzhou on November 15th,
2007. The mixer was held at the brand
new Sofitel, where 270 guests enjoyed
a perfectly handled environment, fresh
air and delicious food while building
bridges between the various business
communities from the Greater Shanghai.

Mrs. Laura Chassot (SwissCham Shanghai)
and Mr. Nicola Aporti (Adamas).

7 September 27-28th, The Euro-China
Energy Ef cient Buildings Forum 2007

The Euro-China Energy Efficient Build-
ings Forum 2007 is an international
conference designed to exchange views
on best practice for energy efficient
building projects in China. SwissCham
Shanghai acted as a co-sponsor. The
event which took place at the Hilton
attracted numerous international experts
and around 150 participants and can
therefore be considered as a real

success. It's goal was to bring Chinese
and international actors together to
foster the development of collaborative
approaches in this eld.

8 September 28th, 2007-Arrival of the
Swiss delegat ion for the Specia l

Olympics
On the 28th of September, the Swiss
delegation for the Special Olympics
arrived at Pudong airport after an 18
hours journey. Exhausted but glad to set
foot in Shanghai, the team was greeted
by Consul Hans-Peter Wil l i , Laura
Chassot from SwissCham Shanghai and
Christoph Eckert from the Swiss Club at
the sound of national cow bells, clapping
and much ag waving. The athletes and
their coaches then boarded on a bus to
the Island of Chongming were they had
some much needed rest before coming
back to Shanghai for the competitions
from the 2nd of October.

Mr. Chris Eckert from the Swiss Club.

Arrival of the delegation at Pudong airport.
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Welcome gifts offered by Geberit.

Mrs. Laura Chassot (SwissCham Shanghai),
wrapped in national pride.

9 October 3rd: "Meet and Greet" with
Adolf Ogi

Consul General William Frei with Mr. Adolf Ogi.
Photopress

(Left to Right) Mr. Fabian Gull, Mr. Michael
Lehmann, Mrs. Laura Chassot, Mr. Christian
Guertler, Mr. Adolf Ogi, Mr. Jian Shangzhou
(President of the China Foundation for
Disabled Persons) and Mr. Sigi Foehn.

Members of the Swiss community
and Swiss participants of the Special
Olympics gathered with the former

President of Switzerland and Special
Adviser on Sport for Development
and Peace at the United Nations, Mr.
Adolf Ogi. The event was organized
by the Swiss Consulate General in
close cooperation with Swisscham
Shanghai and took place at the Four
Seasons hotel. Mr. Ogi shook hands
with everybody and delivered a very
entertaining speech in three languages
(German, English, French) spiked with
witty anecdotes which several times lead
to spontaneous applause.

Mr. Adolf Ogi with Swiss Athletes.
Photopress

10 O c t o b e r 6 t h - S p e c i a l O l y m p i c s
Barbecue

Invited by SwissCham and the General
Consulate of Switzerland in Shanghai,
the Swiss delegation for the Special
Olympics met the expat community
during a barbecue organized at the SCIS
football eld. After a vibrant speech about
the Games experience, the President of
the Swiss Special Olympics, Mr. Christian
Lohr, was offered a beautiful Atlas
Sinensis from Mr. Guertler, President of
SwissCham Shanghai.

Mr. Christian Guertler and Mr. Christian Lohr.

11 October 23rd, 2007 – Human Resources
Night

On October 23, more than 50 participants
attended the SwissCham-CCBC Human
Resources Night at the Skyway Landis
Hotel Shanghai, which addressed key
HRM issues that are of growing concern

to foreign companies in the complex and
fast-changing environment of China.
A f te r a we lcoming address f rom
Mr. Christ ian Gürt ler, President of
SwissCham Shanghai, Mr. Emmanuel
Mer i l , f rom CMS Bureau Franc is
Lefebvre, touched on the legal aspects
of HRM in China by outlining the New
Labor Contract Law and its effects on
employers.
Following an exquisite dinner served
in the ballroom, where participants
exchanged experiences with peers with
valuable inputs from HR experts, Ms.
Lindsay Oliver and Ms. Lisa Wei, from
Hewitt, informed the participants about
the latest developments of compensation
& bene ts policies.
The event was concluded by Mr. Nicolas
Musy, board member of SwissCham
Shanghai, with a presentation of HRM
chal lenges and best pract ices as
experienced by Swiss subsidiaries in
China.

The speakers (from left to right): Mr. Nicolas
Musy, Mr. Emmanuel Meril, Mrs. Lindsay
Oliver and Mrs. Lisa Wei.

Mr. Max Braendli (Braendli Consulting) and
Mr. Hans Tanner (Roche).

Mr. Nicolas Musy (CH-ina) and Mr. Peter Suter
(Kaba).
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New Member

Corporate Members

Shen WEI
Company: Benninger Textile Machinery 
Co., Ltd
Address: Rm 2501, Tower A, No.100
Zunyi Rd. Shanghai

100 A 2501
Postcode/ : 200051
Tel/ : +86 21 6237 1908
Fax/ : +86 21 6237 1909
Website/ : www.benningergroup.com

Patrice BONZOM
Company: Berna Biotech (Shanghai) 

Address: Room 1611,Wang Jiao
Plaza,175 Yan'An Rd East, 200002
Shanghai

175
1611
Postcode/ 200002
Tel/ : +86 21 6373 9669
Fax/ : +86 21 6373 8500
Website/ : www.crucell.com

Marc SIDLER
Company: Adcom (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 407, Build. 2, No. 2601
Songhuajiang Road

2601 2 407
Postcode/ : 200437
Tel/ : +86 21 55890277
Fax/ : +86 21 55890278
Website/ : www.adcom.ch/shanghai

Rainer TENIUS
Company: Swissotel Kunshan
Address: 387, Qianjin Zhong Road

387
Postcode/ : 215300
Tel/ : +86 512 5788 5803
Fax/ : +86 512 5788 5800
Website/ www.swissotel.com

Corporate Associate Members

Ralf WILDNER
Company: Pieroth Wine Co., Ltd.
Address: 1223 Xietulu Room 404

1223 404
Postcode/ 200032
Tel/ : +86 21 5170 2150
Fax/ : +86 21 5170 2151
Website/ www.pieroth.cn

Individual Members

Ewald BEIVI
Company: UPM-Kymmene (Changshu) 
Paper Industry Co.Ltd
Address: No.3 Hongqiao Rd. 23F Grand
Gate way 2, UPM

3 23F
Postcode/ 200030
Tel/ : + 86 21 62881919
Fax/ : +86 21 52928912
Website/ www.upm-kymmene.com.cn

Water Town
Photo by Harley Zhang
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Events Review

1 May 7, 2007 - Monthly Luncheon with the
Swiss Association of Hong Kong

This joint luncheon was held on May 7,
2007 at the Hong Kong Club. Dr. Law-
rence Chen, an Executive Coach and
a Consulting Psychologist, presented
"Bilingualism and Parenting: Fostering
Competency in Communication". The
guests enjoyed the delicious lunch and
the very informative presentation.

Members enjoyed the luncheon

(Left to Right) Mr. Johann U Mueller and Mr.
Egon Heldner

Dr. Lawrence Chen made the presentation

(Left to Right) Mr. Rudolf Gildemeister, former
President of Swiss Association, thanked Dr.
Lawrence Chen

2 May 28, 2007 – Zhuhai-Macau Invest-
ment Environment Promotion and Trade

Fair
Members were invited by the Vice Mayor
of Zhuhai City to attend this trade fair
on 28 May 2007 in Golden Age Opera
House, Zhuhai International Conference
Center Hotel, Zhuhai, PR China. This
event was mainly focused on the pro-
motion of services, IT, port logistics
and heavy chemical industries. It was
designed to provide participants with
vital investment information regarding
the region and to serve as a unique
opportunity to network with key Zhuhai
and Macau government o f f i c ia ls ,
business people and investors from
many different countries.

3 June 4, 2007 - Monthly Luncheon with
the Swiss Association of Hong Kong

This joint luncheon was held on June
4, 2007 at the Hong Kong Club. Dr
Jonathan Beard, Managing Director
of GHK (Hong Kong) Ltd, presented
"South China Port and Infrastructure
Development – Field of Dreams or
Fatal Attraction. The guests enjoyed
the delicious lunch and the interesting
presentation.

Members enjoyed the luncheon

Dr. Jonathan Beard made the presentation

(Right to Left) Mr. Hans Kunz, President of
Swiss Chamber Hong Kong and Dr Jonathan
Beard

4 June 5, 2007 – Young Professional
Seminar on Intercultural Management

Swiss Consul General in Hong Kong,
Dr. Hans J. Roth, was invited to talk to
our Young Professional members about
intercultural management. Based on
his professional career and academic
research Dr. Roth gave a very deep
insight into the topic enriched with many
examples from his own experiences
living in China.
We kindly thank our sponsors UBS and
La Rose Noire.

Dr. Hans J. Roth, Consul General of Switzer-
land.

Moderator and Young Professional Member
Ms. Dina Guth, Internat ional Business
Manager Newplan.
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(Left to right): Mr. Ratana Tra, Trainee
Mercedes Benz, Mr. Benjamin Mueller-
Rappard, Director and Young Professional
Representa t ive o f Swiss Chamber o f
Commerce Hong Kong, Ms. Thu Thanh
Phan, General Manager Brasia Ltd., and Ms.
Catherine Florent, Coach.

5 June 28, 2007 – 24th Annual General
Meeting of the Swiss Chamber Hong

Kong
Members were invited to attend the 24th
Annual General Meeting and networking
cocktail on June 28, 2007 at 6:00 pm
at the Hong Kong Club. During the
meeting, members were invited to have
open discussion on 25 Years of Swiss
Chamber Hong Kong. Members and
guests enjoyed the gathering as well as
the networking cocktail.

Board Members presented the reports at the
Annual General Meeting

Members enjoyed the Cocktail at the Annual
General Meeting

Informal discussion held after the Annual
General Meeting

The members of the Board:

Bridge Magazine Hong Kong Editor:
Ms Linda Yau

Auditors:
Mr. Ruedi Bischof and Mr. Silvan Colani

6 July 13-14, 2007 – Mission to Panyu,
Guangzhou, PR China

Members were invited by Panyu Go-
vernment Official to attend this 2-day
Mission. Programs included presentation
on Panyu Investment and Economic
Environment, visit to Panyu Tian An
Hi-Tech Ecological Park, Guangzhou
Wanbo Centre, Dashi and Hanxi MTR
Commercial Development, Guangzhou
University City, Qinhua Hi-Tech Deve-
lopment Base, Guangzhou New City
Area, networking luncheon and dinner.
Participants enjoyed both the visit and
the networking opportunity very much.

Participants met Panyu Government Of cials

President
Mr. Hans Rudolf Kunz

Vice President
Mr. Serge G. Fafalen

Treasurer
Mr. Stephan Lickert

Director
Mr. Enzo Cunico

Director
Mr.Gerard Dubois

Director
Mr. Ivo A. Hahn

Director
Mr. Markus A. Muecke

Director
Mrs. Galina Lui

Director - Young 
Professional
Mr. Benjamin Mueller-
Rappard

Secretary General
Ms. Irene Lo

Consul General of 
Switzerland
Mr. Hans J Roth

Deputy Consul 
General of 
Switzerland
Mr. Johann U Mueller
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Participants visited Zhongshan University

Participants toured round Panyu

7 July 27, 2007 – InterCham PR China
Committee Mission to Zhuhai

Members were invited to attend this
Zhuhai Miss ion on 27 Ju ly 2007.
Programs included visits to Zhuhai
Southern Software Park, Digital Content
Development Corp, MTU Maintenance
Zhuhai, Zhuhai Gree Corporation, Zhuhai
Gongbei Bar Street and networking
lunch hosted by Zhuhai Southern
Software Park. During this visit, the
Zhuhai Southern Software Park made an
offer of a 2-year rent-free period to the
international chamber members.

Participants visited Zhuhai Gree Corporation

Participants enjoyed networking opportunity at
Zhuhai Gongbei Bar Street

8 August 14, 2007 - 34th International
Chamber Young Professional Cocktail

This International Chamber Young Pro-
fessional Cocktail was co-hosted by
Swiss Chamber Hong Kong. It took
place on August 14, 2007 at 6:00 pm
at TRIBECA. This event created a
networking opportunity for members of
the 27 International Chambers to connect
in an informal cocktail setting, while
supporting a worthwhile cause. Net
proceeds will go to Birthday Happiness, a
charitable organization providing birthday
parties for the underprivileged children.
There were over 400 part ic ipants
attended. Participants would have a
chance to win attractive lucky draw and
other premium prizes.

9 September 3, 2007 - Monthly Luncheon
with the Swiss Association of Hong

Kong
This joint luncheon was held on Sep-
tember 4, 2007 at the Hong Kong
Club. Mr. Thomas Meier, Managing
Director of Lindt & Spruengli Asia-Paci c
presented "Chocolate is known as the
food of the gods. Also for Chinese?".
During the luncheon, there was also a
chocolate tasting to evaluate who in the
audience was a chocolate connoisseur.
Part ic ipants enjoyed the del ic ious
lunch, interesting presentation and the
chocolate tasting.

(Left to Right) Mr. Christian Toggenburger; Mr.
Thomas Meier, Lindt & Spruengli Asia-Paci c
and Mr. Benjamin Mueller-Rappard, Young
Professional Director of Swiss Chamber Hong
Kong

Mr. Thomas Meier made the chocolate pre-
sentation

Ms. Able Lim introduced the chocolate tasting

Members enjoyed the presentation

Upcoming Events

Chr is tmas Char i ty Luncheon wi th
the Swiss Associat ion wil l be held
on 3 December 2007. (Details to be
confirmed). For information, please contact
Ms. Irene Lo at tel no. (852) 2524 0590, fax no.
2522 6956; email: admin@swisschamhk.org

Member News

1 C o r r i g e n d a i n B r i d g e 1 2 : M r.
Serge G Fafalen has recently be-

en appointed as: (1) Member of the
HKTDC Professional Services Advisory
Committee; (2) President, Tax & Legal
Committee of the French Chamber of
Commerce & Industry in Hong Kong
and (3) Vice-Chairman of the Europe
Committee of the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce.

2 "Managing China", a book written by
Dr. Hans J Roth, Consul General of

Switzerland in Hong Kong, is now ready
for sale at HK$200. Interested parties,
please contact Ms Irene Lo at tel no. (852)
2524 0590, fax no. (852) 2522 6956. email:
admin@swisschamhk.org

3 The Swiss Olympic Equestrian
delegation came to Hong Kong on

August 12 to evaluate the conditions
mainly for the horses for next year's
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Olympic Competition. The pre-Olympic
test of Jumping and Dressage in Shatin
and Cross-Country in Beas Rivers was
considered a great success and all
international teams enjoyed their stay in
Hong Kong and gave the pre-Olympic
event high marks. Next year's Swiss
Olympic Equestrian team headed by
Mr. Charles Barrelet may consist of 9
riders and 9 horses and there is high
expectation that the Swiss Community
w i l l s t rong ly suppor t i t s na t iona l
equestrian team during the Olympics in
Hong Kong.

(Left to Right) Mrs. Ruth Kunz, The Swiss
Olympic Equestrian delegation and Mr. Hans
R Kunz at Beas River, Hong Kong

New Member

Corporate Members

Mr. Alan Debonneville
Company: Edukey Limited
Tel/ : +852 3690 2295
Email/ : alan@edukey.net
Website/ : www.edukey.net

Mr. Michael Raber
Company: Landis & Gyr Limited
Tel/ : +852 2960 7828
Fax/ : +852 2564 3707
Email/ : michael.raber@ap.landisgyr.
com
Website/ : www.landisgyr.com

Ms. Nancy Yu
Company: Barlow Lyde & Gilbert
Tel/ : +852 2526 4202
Fax/ : +852 2810 5994
Email/ : nyu@blg.com.hk
Website/ : www.blg.com.hk

Mr. Cyrille Piguet
Company: Bonnard Lawson
Tel/ : +41 21 348 11 88
Fax/ : +41 21 348 11 89
Email/ : cp@ilf.ch
Website/ : www.ilf.ch

Mr. Ville Ahokas
Company: Finnair OYJ
Tel/ : +852 2117 1238
Fax/ : +852 2117 1239
Email/ : nnair.hkg@ nnair.com
Website/ : www. nnair.com

Young Professional Member 

Mr. Christine Keller
Tel/ : +852 9325 5479
Email/ : Christine.keller@ubs.com

Mr. Eric Landolt 
Tel/ : +852 6718 3193
Email/ : eric.landolt@gmx.net

Mr. Patrick Meyer   
Tel/ : +852 6338 0687
Email/ : Patrick.meyer@sarasin.com

Mr. Thomas Rechtsteiner 
Tel/ : +852 9819 0211
Email/ : Thomas.rechtsteiner@ubs.
com

Mr. Andrea Ragazzo
Tel/ : +852 9034 3016
Email/ : andrea@ansema.com.hk

Mr. Roman Hofmann
Tel/ : +852 6407 6989
Email/ : roman.hofmann@weiss-
rohlig.com.hk
Ms. Elke Grete
Tel/ : +852 9264 7530
Email/ : elke@grete.ch

Mr. Claudius Grete
Tel/ : +852 9817 0154
Email/ : claudius.grete@ubs.com

The Lotus
Photo by Harley Zhang






